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CALENDAR

SUMMER 1948

M onday, May 31-June 1
Wednesday, June 2
Saturday, June 5
Saturday, June 12
M onday, July 4
Saturday, July 10-12
Saturday, July 17
Saturday, August 7
Monday, August 9-13

Registration
First term begins
Saturday classes
Last day new registration and course changes
Independence Day
Second term registration (last day for entrance)
Saturday classes
Saturday classes
Examination week

Monday, September 20-21
Wednesday, September 22
Saturday, September 25
Saturday, October 2
Thursday, November 25-28
Saturday, December 4
Monday, December 6-10

Registration
Classes begin
Saturday classes
Last day for new registration and course changes
Thanksgiving Holidays
Saturday classes
Examination week

FALL 1948 - 49

WINTER 1949

Monday,
Tuesday,
Saturday,
Saturday,

December 13
December 14
Dec. 18-Jan. 2
January 8

Saturday, March 5
Monday, March 7-11

Registration
Classes begin
Christmas Holidays
Saturday classes and last day for new registration
and course changes
Saturday classes
Examination week

Monday,
Tuesday,
Saturday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Saturday,
M onday,

March 14
March 15
March 26
March 26
April 25
M ay 21
May 23-27

Registration
Classes begin
Last day for new registration and course changes
Saturday classes
Last day for entrance for six weeks’ credit
Saturday classes
Examination week

NOTE:

Last meal served before holidays is at noon the day holidays begin.
First meal to be served after holidays will be evening meal day be
fore class work begins. First meal to be served at beginning of a
new quarter is the evening meal immediately before registration day.
Dormitories are open the day before registration.

SPRING 1949
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Assistant Professor of Geography
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF FACULTY
FOR 1948 - 1949
1. Administrative

3. Freshman Advisement

President Cole, Chairman
Mr. Arnold
Mr. Allison
Mr. W ood
Mr. Stone
Mr. Landers
Mr. Self
Mr. Glazner
Mr. Mason, W.
Mr. Felgar
Mr. Gilbert
Miss Luttrell

Mr. Self, Chairman
Mrs. Gerstlauer
Mrs. Wemple
Mr. Anders
Mr. Bush
4. Student Work
Mrs. Stapp, Chairman
Mr. Mason, R.
Mrs. W ood
5. Library

2. Spirit
Mr. Duncan, Chairman
Mrs. Rowan
Mr. Gary
Mrs. Gerstlauer
Mrs. Stapp
Mr. Wedgeworth

Mr. Calvert, Chairman
Mr. Anders
Mrs. Johnson
Mr. Mason, W.
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6. Faculty Personnel

(2 ) Program

Mr. Arnold, Chairman
Mr. Allison
Mr. Felgar

Mr. M cLean, Chairman
Mr. Mason, W.
Miss Luttrell
(3 ) Reception

7. Discipline

Mrs. Roebuck, Chairman
Mr. Gilbert
Mrs. Gerstlauer
Mrs. Rowan

Mr. Allison, Chairman
Mr. McLean
Mr. Mock
Mrs. Roebuck
8. Athletic
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bush, Chairman
Anders
Cayley
Hicks
Dillon

9. Student Social

14. Programs Committee
Mr. Mason, W ., Chairman
Miss Curtiss
Miss Luttrell
15. Commencement Committee
Miss Luttrell
16. Schedule Committee

Mrs. Stapp, Chairman
Miss Luttrell
Mrs. Rowan
Mrs. Gerstlauer
Mr. Winier
Mr. Stephenson

Mr. Glazner, Chairman
Mr. Felgar
Mr. Mock

10. Student Leadership

Mr. Glazner, Chairman

Mr. Anders, Chairman
Mr. Self
Miss Luttrell
Miss Davis

18. Catalog and Official
Publications Committee

11. Faculty Social
Mr. Cayley, Chairman
Miss Huger
Mrs. Wemple
Mr. Dillon
12. Student Council
Mr. Felgar
13. Homecoming

17. Registration Committee

Mr. M cLean, Chairman
Mr. Mock
Miss Luttrell
Mr. Allison
19. Rules and Regulations
Committee
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cayley, Chairman
Allison
Bush
Heim
Jones

(1) Invitation

20. Faculty

Coordination

Mr. Calvert, Chairman
Miss Wood
Mrs. Coffee
Miss Branscomb

Mr. Cayley, Chairman
Mr. Allison
Mr. Anders

Committee
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GENERAL INFORMATION
For over fifty years the Jacksonville State Teachers College has rendered
invaluable service to the people of northeast Alabama in particular,, and to
the State as a whole, in the training of classroom teachers, principals, super
intendents, and educational leaders.
We are now happy to announce that by recent action of the State Board
of Education, we are authorized to confer the A. B. and B. S. degrees in the
Arts and Sciences, in addition to the present B. S. in Education.
This action on the part of the State Board of Education will, we feel
sure, greatly increase the services of the college to the young people of this
section of Alabama. This expansion of our educational program to include
training in the field of the arts and sciences has been made necessary to a
very great extent by the tremendous increase in the enrollment of the veterans
under the provision of the G. I. Bill of Rights. Many o f these veterans who
are anxious to take advantage of the benefits provided for under this Bill are
not interested in the teaching profession but they are interested in a college
education.
In the second place, it has become increasingly apparent in recent years
that one of the primary functions of a college is to serve all o f the people in
its immediate vicinity. As a result of our not having been permitted to render
this complete educational service in the past, many of our finest young people
have been denied the advantages of attending their own local college.
This expansion program represents a forward step in college education
for the youth of northeast Alabama. It brings higher education closer to the
people and to the homes of the students.
LOCATION

Jacksonville is located in the mountains of Northeast Alabama, twelve
miles from Anniston and twenty-two miles from Gadsden. It is seventy-five
miles from Birmingham and one hundred miles from Atlanta. It has an ele
vation of 750 feet above the sea, and a pleasant climate. The College has one
of the most beautiful natural settings in the State of Alabama.
CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS

For the past few years the Jacksonville State Teachers College has been
engaged in the greatest building program in the history of the school. Besides
Bibb Graves Hall and Daugette Hall, which were completed in 1930, three
other new buildings have been constructed recently: a physical education
building, an apartment dormitory, and a library. A new dining hall, an ex
tension to Daugette Hall, and Parnell Hall are now complete and in use. A
new high school building is nearing completion.
These buildings are beautiful, well equipped, and modern in every way.
The laboratories have the latest scientific facilities. The campus is one of the
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most beautiful in the United States. The buildings., surrounded by trees and
shrubs of all kinds, have the mountains for a background. It is, indeed, one
of the beauty spots of the South.
EXTENSION DIVISION

The extension division is a very important part of the college. It functions
in a variety of ways. The details of its various activities, the courses offered
and benefits to be derived therefrom, are set forth in an annual bulletin by the
division in September.
In general, its purpose is to look after and do the work of the College
in the field. Courses of study are offered in various places in the district
for the benefit and convenience of teachers in service, credit for which is
given on courses in the Teachers College and by the State Department of
Education in renewing teachers’ certificates.
The Teachers College, through the extension division, plans to be repre
sented at each of the county institutes held in its territory, for the purpose of
assisting in every way possible the work of the institutes.
In addition to these activities, the extension division assists in any educa
tional activity in which its services are needed or desired.
Among these services are follow-up work with graduates and former
students; assistance to superintendents in planning work, consolidation pro
jects, etc.; delivery of commencement addresses, organizing or addressing
community clubs and societies, and bringing the aid of the Teachers College
to any who may need its services.
The courses are similar in name and content to courses offered in resi
dence and may be used toward meeting requirements for graduation, provided
they do not exceed twenty-five per cent of the total requirements for gradua
tion. Teachers in full-time service are restricted, in the extension credits that
will be accepted by the college, to not more than ten quarter-hours earned
during the scholastic year.
THE SUMMER SCHOOL

The Summer School, which has grown to be an important factor in mod
em education, is of co-ordinate rank and value with the other quarters of the
scholastic year. Being designed for the special benefit of teachers in service—
teachers with both experience and maturity— the courses are administered with
greater freedom than would be possible or advisable for younger students. Dur
ing this quarter credits may be earned toward graduation, or used in securing,
extending, or renewing certificates. The summer quarter also offers fine oppor
tunities for bringing school officials into close personal contact with the most
progressive and best trained teachers of their school systems.
Special summer bulletins are issued by the Teachers College each spring,
and those who are interested should write for copies.
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SOMMER WORKSHOP

Credit for workshop courses will be determined by the purpose and
nature of the program being pursued. No student will be permitted to regis
ter for more than two workshop programs of six weeks each. Not more than
a total of 10.5 hours may be earned in any one six-weeks workshop.
LABORATORY SCHOOLS

The Teachers College maintains a training school in which its students
in training are given experience in the application of the principles taught
them in college classes. No student will be permitted to graduate with a de
gree who has not completed at least 90 clock hours o f satisfactory teaching in
the training school under the direction and supervision of laboratory school
supervisors.
SOCIAL LIFE

The college has a broad calendar o f social activities which help to satis
fy the social needs o f every student. An effort is made to provide places and
occasions for individual expression and growth of the social spirit. Because
the college feels that talent and undiscovered abilities should be found and
developed, social functions are conducted mainly by students, with faculty
cooperation.
As a part of its cultural program each entering freshman is required
to take a course entitled “ Modern Social Customs.” Many visiting speakers
appear before classes in this course.
A special clinic has been instituted and is open one afternoon each week
for the purpose of giving individual guidance and assistance in specific per
sonal and social problems to those students who wish to attend.
Each dormitory has attractively decorated and spacious parlors and
recreation rooms which provide opportunity for social growth; a social direc
tor is in charge of each building, and house meetings, teas, receptions, tea
dances, and other activities are held in the recreation rooms.
The Student Lounge, located in Graves Hall, is used for larger or more
formal student activities.
The Gymnasium is used for many informal play hours as well as the
formal class dances which include the Freshman Frolic, the Sophomore Hop,
the Junior Prom, and the Senior Ball. Outstanding name bands appear during
the year.
The students also have access to the Jacksonville Community Center,
where, under careful chaperonage, local citizens and visitors meet.
The Dining Hall is a beautiful building where meals are served under
the direction of an expert dietitian in a home-like atmosphere and in a quiet
and dignified manner. It is here also that the formal banquets take place.
One of the means of promoting artistic and cultural life is through con
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certs. From time to time eminent pianists, singers, violinists, harpists, and
lecturers appear in the auditorium. Several outstanding art exhibits are
brought to the campus each year.
Jacksonville students treasure the traditions which have become a part
of their heritage. Some of the outstanding events during the school year are
“Homecoming” , the Thanksgiving Candle Light Dinner, The White Christ
mas party, the Calhoun-Morgan Dinner and Debate, the May Day Breakfast,
the Spring Fiesta, and the Summer Carnival.
ATHLETICS

The school maintains a football and a ba sketball team for men. The
records for 1946 and 1947 for both teams show that they are outstanding
competitors and leaders among small colleges of the nation.
There is a wide variety of intramural sports for women and men, such
as tennis, badminton, softball, archery, soccer, swimming, croquet, shuffleboard, bowling, and volley ball.
Classes in folk dancing, ballroom dancing, and rhythms are open to all
students, and a special class has been organized for those who are physically
handicapped.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

The many student organizations on the campus offer to students valuable
training which the regular class room does not provide. Among the outstand
ing organizations which develop character, poise, and leadership are the
Baptist Student Union, the Wesley Foundation, the Christian Fellowship
Group, the Calhoun and the Morgan literary societies, the History, Arts and
the International Relations clubs, the Choral Club and Ensembles., and the
Student Council, which was instituted in the fall of 1942. A chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, an honorary society in education, was established in 1944,
and the men of the Music Department have recently organized a chapter
of Alpha Sigma Nu. The Civil Air Patrol, Jacksonville Flight, was organized
in 1945 to promote interest in aviation; Solo Club in 1947; and Commercial
Club, 1946.
Participation in these various capacities provides for a well rounded
education throughout the individual’s stay on the campus. This is an im
portant phase of one’s education and should not be overlooked.
COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

The college has its own newspaper, the Teacola, which is edited and
managed by the students. It provides a medium of expression, which has
proved beneficial and profitable to students who are inclined toward news
paper and radio work. All the editors in recent years have gone into these
fields and have pursued their careers successfully. Work on the newspaper
staff provides the student with the opportunity to develop his literary, jour
nalistic, or managerial talent and to earn a part of his tuition.
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CONCERTS AND LECTURES

For the purpose of enriching and widening the field of opportunity for its
students, the College each year brings a selected group of lecturers and educa
tional leaders representing the various phases of human endeavor. In this way,
students come in contact with some of the makers o f world history, and thus,
in a measure, become a part of the history which they are helping to make.
Through the efforts of such organizations as the International Relations
Club, the A .A .U .W ., the Department of Fine Arts, and others, concerts by out
standing artists are brought to the campus. These programs are presented to
the student body without charge. However, this year it is the plan of the
Department of Fine Arts to bring a series o f musical events to the campus on
a more extensive scale, and there will be a nominal fee for season tickets
for this concert series.
PLACEMENT BUREAU

The College has a Placement Bureau which serves its students and grad
uates without charge. Employing officials will be given confidential information
upon request. The office is in Bibb Graves Hall.
SUPPLY STORE

A supply store in Bibb Graves Hall provides textbooks and other supplies,
including drinks, fruits, candies, etc. Both new and second-hand books are
usually available.
LIBRARY

The college library has more than 25,000 well-selected books, including
dictionaries and reference works, books on education, biography, history, travel,
and literature. In addition, there are many public documents. The books are
classified according to the Dewey Decimal System. It is a center of culture
and the stronghold of basic liberal arts training.
Students who are interested in becoming librarians have an unusual op
portunity here. They may serve as assistants on the library staff, acquiring
practical experience, and at the same time earning a part of their tuition.
SUGGESTIONS FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

1. Students wishing to matriculate should, if possible, send in advance
of their arrival an official transcript of their credits in order to facilitate regis
tration and classification. If this procedure is impracticable, students should
bring their certified credits, diplomas, certified statements of graduation, tes
timonials of former teachers, and any letter concerning their matriculation or
credits.
2. Board should be engaged as early as possible. This should be done
through the president of the College. For board in the dormitories, reservation
will be made on the deposit of $1.00.
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3. Students should write to the president several days in advance of their
arrival in order to insure proper arrangements for their reception.
4. Baggage should be checked through the College and marked in its
care. Students should hold baggage checks and turn them over to the school
authorities upon arrival. Since baggage may be delayed the student should
bring, in a suit case, such bed linen and toilet articles as may be needed at
once.
5. Enough money to cover entrance fees, board, and books should be
brought for immediate use.
6. All mail should be addressed in care of the State Teachers College,
and all valuable mail should be registered.
7. Prospective students should study this entire bulletin carefully, and if
they fail to find in it all the information desired, or if they do not understand
its statements, they should write the president for more information.
BOARDING

The college maintains the following dormitories:
Abercrombie Hall
Daugette Hall
Pannell Hall
Forney Hall
Weatherly Hall
Room and board, payable in advance, is $93 per quarter in all dormi
tories. Students rooming in Forney Hall and Weatherly Hall board at Weath
erly Hall. Students rooming in Abercrombie Hall, Pannell Hall, and Dau
gette Hall board in the College Cafeteria. All students who room in these
dormitories will be expected to take meals in the places designated unless
by special permission. No reduction is made for room and board unless a
student enters as much as two weeks late, and no reductions are allowed for
a shorter time than two weeks unless approved by the dietitian and the
President. Students withdrawing for unavoidable reasons have the unused
part of board refunded. The school will have to decide when the withdrawal
is unavoidable, and in calculating the amount of the refund, the following
rates are charged for board: 50c per meal. The accounts for room and
board are based on the scholastic month, rather than the calendar month,
and are to be paid or satisfactorily arranged for at least one month in ad
vance. Room and board rates are subject to change without notice.
CLASS SIZE

The institution reserves the privilege of withdrawing any course in which
fewer than ten students have enrolled. Large classes will be divided into two
sections whenever it is deemed that the interests of the students will be better
served.
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FEES
Applied Music*
Music 171.0**,
271.0,
371.0,
471.0,

172.0,
272.0,
372.0,
472.0,

173.0
273.0
373.0
473.0

Each applied music class 171 through 473
carries 3 hours credit. The fee is $15 per
quarter for music majors; $30 per quarter
for non-music majors. For courses marked
“ class instruction” the fee is $2.50 per
quarter for music majors and non-music
majors.

Music 281.0,
381.0,
481.0,

282.0, 283.0
382.0, 383.0
482.0, 483.0

Each applied music class 281 through 483
carries 1 hour credit. The fee is $7.50 per
quarter for music majors and $15 per
quarter for non-music majors.

* Applied Music is private or class instruction in voice, piano, organ, or instruments.
** The digit after the decimal point for 171 and 281 courses denotes the area of special
ization or field in which the applied music was taken.

.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7

voice
piano or harp
organ
strings
woodwinds
brass
percussion

Example: 171.2 means first quarter fresh
man year, applied music, three hours
credit, and the credit is in piano.
281.1 means first quarter sophomore year,
applied music, one hour credit, and the
credit is in voice.

See explanation of the number after the decimal point.

SCIENCE

Biology 131,132,133 $2 per quarter
General Science (Elementary Aero
nautics, 151,152,153— A, B) For
fees, see course description.
Physical Science 232,
233
$1 per quarter
Biology 241,242,243 $2 per quarter
Biology 251,252,253 $2 per quarter
Biology 301,302,303 $2 per quarter
Breakage deposit

Biology 321
$2 per quarter
Biology 322,323
$1 per quarter hr.
Biology 331,332,333 $1 per quarter hr.
Physics 341,342,343 $3 per quarter
General Science 351, 352
353
$1 per quarter
Biology 431,432,433 $1 per quarter hr.
Biology 471,472,473 $1 per quarter hr.
Chemistry
$ 1 per quarter hr.

$5

HOME ECONOMICS

Home Economics 141, 241, 341
Home Economics 142, 242, 342

$3 per quarter
$1 per quarter
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
Typewriting 284.285,286
384,385,386 $3 per quarter
Business Machines and
Filing 371
Office Management

$3
$2
FRENCH

French laboratory fee............................................................ -........ ... $12 per quarter
ENGINEERING

Engineering fee ............................................... -.....................................$10 per quarter
SPECIAL FEE

Any student taking a make-up test or examination will be required to pay a
fee of one dollar.
EXTENSION FEE

$8.00 for each three-hour course.
OTHER FEES

Incidental fee, $1.50 per quarter hour: students residing in other states must
either sign obligation to teach 2 years in Alabama or pay extra fee of $15 per
quarter; matriculation fee $5.75; student activity fee $2; late registration fee
$2; degree $10; cap and gown rental $1.50; certificate $2; change fee $ .50
per change.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
A. ADMINISTRATIVE
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
I.

Graduates of an Accredited Secondary School.

A graduate of an accredited secondary school may be admitted without
examination by presenting a certificate of graduation showing credit for a
minimum of fifteen acceptable units from a four-year school, or a minimum
of eleven acceptable units from a three-year secondary school which required
for admission the completion of a three-year junior high school program.
The units offered for admission must include three units in English, and
not more than four of the fifteen from a four-year school, nor more than
three of the eleven from a three-year school, may be in vocational subjects.
II.

Students W ho Are Not Graduates of an Accredited Secondary School.

Graduates of non-accrcdited secondary schools and students who have at
tended accredited schools for a minimum of three years without graduation
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and present a certificate showing credit for fifteen acceptable units may be
admitted by examination.
Entrance examinations will be
the fall quarter. Applications for
office of the Dean ten days before
inations should be taken before the
III.

given the first week after the opening of
the examinations should be made to the
the opening of the session., and the exam
student completes registration.

Special Students.

Applicants twenty years of age or over who desire to pursue special
courses may be admitted without formal examination, but must give evidence
of adequate preparation to the Instruction Committee and to the heads of
departments in which the courses are sought.
Special students cannot become candidates for degrees or apply for
teachers’ certificates until admission requirements have been met in full.
In order for a special student to room in a dormitory he must take at
least fifteen hours of work, six or more of which must be in non-vocational
subjects, and must conform to all regulations governing other students.
IV.

Advanced Standing.

A student may be admitted to advanced standing by presenting credits
from an approved institution of college or university rank.
V.

General Suggestions.

At least two units in the same foreign language must be presented when
language is offered to fulfill a part of the entrance requirements.
Students who plan to take college mathematics should secure credit in
a secondary school for one and one-half units of algebra and for one unit in
plane geometry. Those who want to specialize in the natural sciences while
in college will have a need for both algebra and geometry.
Credit will not be given for less than one-half unit in any subject.
The subjects and the number of units in each that will be accepted are
as follows:
Agriculture _______________________________________________________ 1 to 4 units
English ......................................................................................................... 3 to 4 units
Foreign Languages ..................................................................................... 2 to 4 units
History _________________________________________________________ 1/2 to 4 units
Other Social Sciences____________________________________________1/2 to 3 units
Algebra ___________________________________________________________1 to 2 units
Geometry, Plane........................................................................................................... 1 unit
Geometry, Solid __________________
1/2 unit
Trigonometry __________________________________________________________1/2 unit
General Science __________________________________________________ 1/2 to 1 unit
Biological Science ________________________________________________1/2 to 3 units
Chemistry ..................................................................................................................1 unit
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Physics _________________________________________________________________ 1 unit
Physical Geography------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Physiology and Hygiene ----------------------------------------------------------------1
to 1 unit
/2
Bible and Religious Education ------------------------------------------------------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Speech ______________________________________________
1/2 to 1 unit
A student should not present more than four units from the following:

-

Home Economics ........................................................................................3 to 4 units
Physical Education _______________________________________________1/2 to 1 unit
Music ____________________________________________________________ 1/2 to 2 units
Art
1/2 to 1 unit
Business Arithmetic ____________________________________ 1/2 to 1 unit
Business English ______________________________________ 1/2 to 1 u n it
Commercial Geography-1
/ 2
t
o
1
u
n
i t
Shorthand---------------------------------------------1
Bookkeeping _______________________________ 1
Typewriting ___________________________________________________________ 1 unit
Extension or correspondence credits earned in other institutions cannot be
used toward graduation unless they are on file in the office of the registrar at
least four weeks in advance of graduation.
Late Entrance. Students enrolling after class work begins are charged an
extra fee of $2.00 for late entrance.
All students must register and pay entrance fees before being admitted
to classes. The procedure of registering and classifying will be explained to
the student at the time of registration. Members of the classification commit
tee and other members of the faculty advise with the students in regard to
their program of studies. It is urgent that a student register and classify
during the days set apart for that purpose. No registration will be permitted
after second week of quarter excepting registration for six weeks credit in the
middle of the spring and summer quarters.
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION

No changes in a student’s program of studies will be permitted, nor may
courses be dropped, later than the second week of the quarter. Such changes
must be made through the Registrar’s office. No student will be dropped from
the class roll until the instructor is officially notified by the Registrar. A student
who drops a course without the permission of the Registrar will receive an F
on the course at the end of the quarter. Exceptions may be made only on
the recommendation of the Dean or the Registrar.
WITHDRAWALS

A student wishing to withdraw from college within any quarter must
procure permission from the Dean. Such permission will entitle the student to
have his permanent record card show the notation “ withdrawn” , which indi
cates good standing and the privilege of readmission. A failing student may
not escape the penalties of failure, scholastic probation or suspension by re
signing at any time prior to the end of the quarter.
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ATTENDANCE AT CLASSES

A student is held responsible for attendance at all classes for which he
registers. A student is permitted one absence without penalty for each quarter
hour credit per class. For each absence in excess of this number the student’s
final grade for the quarter will be lowered one letter. The only exceptions to
this rule will be absence for the following reasons: representation of the
college, off campus, in official capacity; serious illness, or death in the im
mediate family.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS

Students, including transfers, will be classified as sophomores, juniors or
seniors when they are within eight quarter hours of the normal requirement
of the curriculum they are following, provided they have a scholastic average
of C or better. Students will be reclassified at the close of each quarter.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
I.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

In order to qualify for the degree of bachelor of arts, a student must
satisfy the following requirements:
1.

He must complete 192 quarter hours of college work and must earn
192 quality points.
(a) Those entering with advanced standing must earn as many quality
points as hours of credit in this institution.
(b ) A candidate for graduation must do his last quarter in residence.
(c ) A candidate for graduation lacking fewer than eight hours may
complete it by extension or correspondence, provided he does not
exceed the limit of forty-eight hours of extension and corres
pondence.
(d ) A student must average at least a C in his major and minor subjects.
(e) At least 40% of the credits presented for a degree must be in
courses numbered 300 and above.

2.

Transfer Students:
(a) Any student transferring from another institution must spend at
least three quarters in full-time residence work.
(b) He must receive credit for at least nine hours of advanced work
in his major and in his minor subject.

3.

The 192 hours required for the A. B. degree must be chosen in the
following way:
a.

21 hours in English English 111, 112, 113
(English 231, 232, 233
or
English 311, 312, 313

12 hours

9 hours)
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b. 18 hours in the social sciences (W orld History 101,
102, 103----------or
Geography 101,102, 103
and
History 201, 202, 203
21 hours in science* (Biology 131, 132, 133
and
Physical Science 232, 233,
Math. 231

21

9
9)
9
12

9)

d. 18 hours in a foreign language** (French or Spanish)
e.

6 hours in health and physical education

*Student may select chemistry and/or physics in lieu of biology and/or
physical science or he may take college algebra, trigonometry, and one year of
science.
**A student with two years of high school credit will be required to com
plete only a year of intermediate language.
4.

M ajor and M inor Requirements
a. Majors for the A. B. degree may be selected from the following
fields: English, French, Geography, History, Music, Political Science,
Psychology, and Secretarial Science.
b. Minors for the A. B. degree may be selected from the following
fields in addition to those listed above: Art, Business Administration,
Economics, Sociology, Home Economics, Biology, Chemistry, Math
ematics.
c. A student must select his major and minor subjects before the end
of his sophomore year. A program of study in the major and minor
fields should be worked out in consultation with the major and
minor professors and entered on blanks furnished in the O ffice of
the Dean. These blanks should be returned to the same office for
final approval during the quarter in which the student elects his
fields of concentration.
d. When the major and minor subjects have been chosen, faculty ad
visers will be assigned to the student. The student will confer with
his advisers before each registration.
e. The student may satisfy the requirements for a major by completing
not less than 36 quarter hours nor more than 54 quarter hours in
one department and a minor by at least 27 quarter hours in an un
related department. The student may take an additional minor in
a related or cognate field. At least 18 hours of the major and 9
hours of the minor must be done in courses numbered 300 and
above.
f. The sequence of majors and minors and electives must be approved
by the head of the major and minor divisions.
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g. Approval: Courses for the major, minor (or minors), and electives
must be selected with the advice of the head of the major and
minor subjects and with the approval of the Dean.
h. A student may not select more than 63 hours in a composite major
(related subjects).
*12 hours required in music curriculum.
II.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

The requirements for the bachelor of science degree are the same as those
for the bachelor of arts degree, with the following exceptions:
1.

No foreign language is required.

2.

Students majoring in music must complete 93 hours in that subject
and a minor of at least 27 hours in an academic subject. Only 12 hours
in science will be required of music majors.

3.

Majors and minors for the B. S. degree may be selected from the fol
lowing fields: Biology, Chemistry, Natural Sciences, Mathematics,
Music, and Psychology. Minors are offered in Business Administration
and Secretarial Science in addition to the above.

4.

Students majoring in Chemistry must obtain credit in college algebra
and trigonometry.
III.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

1.

Elementary Education:
There are no major and minor requirements for this degree.
See following pages for details.

2.

Secondary Education:
The requirements for a B. S. degree in Secondary Education are the
same as those of the A. B. degree with the following exceptions:
a. No foreign language is required.
b. Majors may be chosen from the following departments: Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, History, Geography, Political Science, Psy
chology, Physical Education, Business Education, Music, English,
and French. A composite major may be selected from the science
division. A composite major is defined as two or more subjects in a
division.

No student will be graduated who has not completed at least 90 clock
hours of supervised (or directed) teaching under conditions that have been
approved by the State Department of Education.
Students desiring to do directed teaching should make application at least
three months in advance. Application forms may be secured in the Office of the
Registrar and must be approved by the Dean. At least six months should elapse
between the junior and senior teaching. Education 371,2,3, and 381,2,3, must
be completed during the junior year. Education 471,2,3, and 481,2,3, must be
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completed during the senior year. It is mandatory that there be at least three
months between junior and senior teaching if the former is not done in three
different quarters. If all teaching is done in six different quarters this rule does
not apply.

APPLICATION FORM FOR DIRECTED TEACHING
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
JACKSONVILLE. ALABAMA

Classification:

Junior (1) (2 ) (3) quarter

Name_____________ _________ _________ .
(Year and quarter)

L

Senior (1 ) (2 ) (3 ) quarter
o

c

a

l

Address.--------------

Number hours student teaching already completed---------- --------------------------------What year and quarter or quarters?-- ------------ --------- ------------------A.

Requirements for directed teaching:
1. Application to be made 12 weeks before directed teaching may begin.
2. Applicant must have 96 hours and 96 quality points in the following
subjects:
English 111, 112, 113, 231, 232, 233............ ........... 21
Social Science 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203___ 18
* Science 131, 132, 133, 232, 233; Math. 231______21
Psychology 131, 231; Phys. Ed. 6_____________ 12
Approved Electives......................... ............................... 24
T ota l..........................................................-... 96
3. Junior teaching must be done in the junior year.
4. Senior teaching must be done in the senior year.
5. Applicant must have average of C in the English, in major, and minor
subjects.
6. Registrar’ s record must show applicant has met above requirements.
7. Application must be approved by the Dean.
8. Specific assignments must be made by director or principal of labora
tory school.

B.

Registrar’s record on file:
1. General requirements:
English 111, 112, 113, 231, 232, 233
Social Science 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203
*Science 131, 132, 133, 232, 233; Math. 231
Psychology 131, 231; Phys. Ed. 6
Approved Electives:

Hours
Qt. Points
________
__________
................................................
................................................
________ __________________
________
______________
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2.

M ajor subject___________________________________________

3.

M inor subject___________________________________________
Registrar.........................................................................................

C.

Approval:

This date: __________________________________________
Date teaching to begin..............................................................
Hours credit desired........................................ ..........................
Dean: __________________________________________________

D.

Assigned:
Principal or director____________________________________
Supervisor____________________________________________

There should be six to nine months between junior and senior teaching.
At least three months are required unless teaching is spread over junior and
senior years.
* Science 241-242 and Science 251-252 may be substituted for Science
131-132-133.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

1. All students should make application for a degree in the Office of the
Registrar at least nine months before date of graduation.
2. Applicants for a degree at this institution must have a minimum of
nine months of residence study, in which a minimum of forty-eight hours is
earned at this institution.
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES

The courses of study described in this catalog have been approved by the
State Board of Education for the training of elementary and secondary teachers
in Alabama. Certificates of different ranks may be issued upon completion of
the requirements which appear below.
A Class C Elementary Professional Certificate may be issued to a person
who has completed the three years of work prescribed by the State Board of
Education for this certificate.
This certificate is permanent in six-year periods and may be continued at
the end of the six-year period on evidence of satisfactory teaching for three
years of the preceding six-year period. In the event the holder does not meet
the requirement for continuance upon the basis of experience., this certificate
may be reinstated on twelve weeks of study in accordance with conditions
stated on its face. It authorizes the holder to teach in grades one through six,
or in junior high grades as conditions may require.
A Class B Elementary Professional Certificate may be issued to a person
who has graduated with a bachelor’s degree in a curriculum approved for the
training of elementary teachers, and has met requirements as prescribed by the
State Board of Education.
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This certificate is permanent in eight-year periods and may be continued
at the end of the eight-year period on evidence of satisfactory teaching for four
years of the preceding eight-year period. In the event the holder does not meet
the requirements for continuance upon the basis of experience, this certificate
may be reinstated on twelve weeks of study in accordance with conditions stated
on its face. It authorizes the holder to teach in grades one through six, or in
junior high school grades, as conditions may require.
A Class B Secondary Professional Certificate may be issued to a person
who has graduated with the bachelor’s degree in a curriculum approved for the
training of secondary teachers, and has met requirements as prescribed by the
State Board of Education.
This certificate is permanent in eight-year periods and may be continued
at the end of the eight-year period on evidence of satisfactory teaching for four
years of the preceding eight-year period. In the event the holder does not
meet the requirements for continuance upon the basis of experience, this cer
tificate may be reinstated on twelve weeks of study in accordance with condi
tions stated on its face. It authorizes the holder to teach the subjects named on
its face and other high school subjects as conditions may require. All individ
uals should file application for certificates at least three months before they
expect to receive them.
An Elementary-Secondary Professional Certificate may be issued to gradu
ates who receive the B. S. in Education degree with a major in health and
physical education or in music. This permits the graduate to teach in elementary
and high school grades.
REQUIREMENTS FOR RENEWAL AND REINSTATEMENT OF CERTIFICATES

No credit will be allowed toward the renewal or the reinstatement of any
certificate on a course for a shorter period than six weeks.
The holder of a certificate bearing a date o f 1928 or thereafter must fulfill
requirements for reinstatement printed on the face of the certificate.
The holder of a certificate bearing a date between 1921 and 1927, inclu
sive, may reinstate the certificate on the basis of fifteen quarter hours or ten
semester hours of credit earned in residence in a standard institution approved
for the training of teachers, supplemented by one approved extension course
taken with an Alabama-teacher-training institution, unless the requirements for
reinstatement printed on the face specifically require twelve weeks o f resident
credit.
The holder of a certificate bearing a date prior to 1921 may reinstate it
on fifteen quarter hours or ten semesters hours of credit earned in residence at a
standard institution approved for the training of teachers.
All individuals desiring renewal or reinstatement of certificates should file
application with the Certificate Secretary in the Office of the Registrar at least
three months in advance.
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TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS

Final examinations are held during the last week o f each quarter, and fre
quent tests or examinations are given during the quarter. Any student who
misses the final examination or the regular announced tests, not exceeding four
during the quarter, will be charged a fee of $1 for the privilege of making up
such tests or examinations. A receipt from the Bursar for the payment of this
fee must be presented to the instructor before the deferred test or examination
is taken.
Graduating seniors are not required to take final examinations, at the end
of their last quarter, on courses numbered 300 or above provided their work is
satisfactory at the middle of the quarter.
GRADES AND QUALITY POINTS

Before one can graduate he must earn as many quality points as there are
hours of credit required or attain other standards approved by the faculty.
The following represents the basis upon which credits and quality points
are earned:
A— Excellent— Three quality points per hour.
B— Superior— Tw o quality points per hour.
C— Average— One quality point per hour.
D — Below average— No quality points.
E— Condition— No quality points.
F— Failure— No quality points.
I— Incomplete— No quality points.
The passing grade is D.
POSTING GRADES

Course grades of each class will be posted on bulletin boards not later
than 8 :3 0 a. m. on the M onday following the quarter in which final examina
tion is given.
LANGUAGE EXAMINATIONS

As nearly as possible at the beginning of each student’s junior year, the
English Department gives him a comprehensive examination on his knowledge
of grammar and his ability to use English. Students who are reported for incom
petence in the use of the English language will not be certified for graduation
until they have satisfied the minimum requirements o f standard English at the
college level, regardless of whether they have passed required courses.
SEQUENCE OF COURSES

Prerequisites listed in this catalogue must be observed; students are urged
to complete all work of freshman and sophomore level before entering advanced
courses.
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COUNSELING

Students are urged to choose their major and minor fields as early in
their college career as possible. This must be done by the last quarter of the
Sophomore year. The heads o f the departments of the major and minor or
members of the faculty appointed thereby will be the student’s advisers. At the
time of registration the student should consult these advisers who will approve
his program of study. In case the student should desire to change his field of
concentration, his credits will be re-evaluated and new advisers assigned.
CORRESPONDENCE AND EXTENSION

No student will be permitted to graduate with less than three quarters of
full time residence work, one of which must be the quarter next preceding
graduation.
Not more than one-fourth of the required work may be done through ex
tension, or through correspondence courses, or a combination of the two plans.
DISCIPLINE

Students are expected to conduct themselves as good citizens, by obeying
the laws of the United States, the State of Alabama, the City of Jacksonville,
and the College regulations. The discipline of the college is administered by a
standing committee.
The college reserves the right to suspend or expel any student if the con
duct has been such as to cast unfavorable reflection upon the institution.
DORMITORY RULES

See Student Handbook and Dormitory Regulations.
STUDENT LOAD

The student who is registering with the institution for the first time will
not be permitted to register for more than the normal load. The normal load
is 16 quarter hours, except for music and pre-professional courses. See pp.
34-37; 57-70
Those averaging B any quarter may take as much as twenty hours the
following quarter. Students may take as much as twenty-one hours in the sum
mer quarter.
The minimum load for any student is considered to be twelve hours for
the quarter except by special permission o f the President or the Dean.
Students enrolling one week after class work begins have their load re
duced three hours for that quarter unless during their last quarter in college
they made an average grade of B. Those entering as late as the beginning of
the third week will have credits reduced in proportion to time lost.
The passing grade for all students is D. Students failing to pass 60 per
cent of their work in any quarter will have their course loads reduced three
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hours for the succeeding quarter, and be placed on probation. If they fail to
pass 60 per cent of the reduced load, their names are automatically dropped
from the college roll.
Removal of conditions must be made during the next quarter in residence
and in all cases within twelve months after obtaining such grade.
For Point system governing extra-curricular activities— see student hand
book.
A student, in order to be eligible to represent any organization of the col
lege, must have a satisfactory conduct record and be in good academic standing.
No deviation from these rules and regulations may be made except
under emergency circumstances and then only by the President or Dean
upon the advice and consent of the standing Rules Committee of the faculty.
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B. S. in Elementary Education

FRESHMAN YEAR
First Quarter
Oral and Written
English 111
General Biology
131
World History 101 or
Principles of Geog.
101
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses) *
TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter
4
4
3
1

Oral and Written
English 112
General Biology 132
World History 102 or
Geography, N.A. 102
Physical Education
Electives

4
4
3
1
4

Oral and Written
English 113
General Biology 133
World History 103 or
Geography, S.A. 103
Physical Education
Electives

4
4
3
1
4

4

16

TOTAL

16

TOTAL

16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follow in g : Sociology, W orld History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, A rt, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
Students in elementary education must take Art 131, 132, 133— 3 hours, and Music 131,
132, 133—3 hours.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Quarter

T O TA L

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

American Literature
231
3
American History 201 3
Mathematics 231*** 3
Physical Education
1
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)* 6
16

American Literature
232
American History 202
Physical Science 232
Physical Education
Psychology 131**
Electives
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3
16

American Literature
233
American History 203
Physical Science 233
Physical Education
Psychology 231**
Electives
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3
16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follow in g: Sociology, World History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, Art, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
* * * A full year o f Science may be taken in lieu o f Mathematics 231 and Science 232, 233.

JUNIOR YEAR
Elementary Education

First Quarter
Psychology 331
English 361
Science 361
Education 371

T O TA L

Third Quarter

Second Quarter
5
3
3
5

16

Psychology 332
Health 361
Science 362
Education 372
Electives*
TOTAL

4
3
3
5
1
16

History 361
Education 373
Electives*

TOTAL

3
5
8

16

Note: Education 371, 372, 373 may be taken in one or two quarters.
* Special interest courses may be taken from the follow in g: World History, Geography,
French, Commercial Subjects, Spanish, American Literature, English Literature, Math
ematics, Chemistry, A rt, and Music.
Also, students who entered between September 1940 and June 1942 are required to do
two extra hours fo r each quarter in attendance during that time.
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SENIOR YEAR
Elementary Education

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Education 431
Education 471
Music 461
History 403
Electives*

3
3
3
3
4

TOTAL

16

Third Quarter

Education 432
Education 472
Art 461
Electives

3
3
3
7

TOTAL

16

Education 433
Education 473
History 444
Electives

TOTAL

3
3
3
7

16

Note: Education 471, 472, 473 may be taken in one or two quarters.
* Special interest courses may be taken from the follow ing: English, French, Spanish,
Mathematics, Geography, Science, Art, Music. Business Subjects.

B. S. in Secondary Education

FRESHMAN YEAR
First Quarter

Second Quarter

Oral and Written
English 111
General Biology
131**
World History 101 or
Principles of Geog.
101
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)*
TOTAL

4
4
3
1

Third Quarter

Oral and Written
English 112
General Biology 132
World History 102 or
Geography, N.A. 102
Physical Education
Electives

4
4
3
1
4

Oral and Written
English 113
General Biology 133
World History 103 or
Geography, S.A. 103
Physical Education
Electives

4
4
3
1
4

4

16

TOTAL

16

TOTAL

16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follo w in g : Sociology, World History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, Art, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
** Mathematics 101 and 103 may be taken in lieu o f General Biology.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Quarter

Second Quarter

American Literature
231
American History 201
Mathematics 231***
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)*
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
6

16

American Literature
232
American History 202
Physical Science 232
Physical Education
Psychology 131**
Electives
TOTAL

Third Quarter
3
3
3
1
3
3
16

American Literature
233
American History 203
Physical Science 233
Physical Education
Psychology 231**
Electives
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3
16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follow in g: Sociology, World History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, A rt, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
** Required for a B.S. in Education only.
A full year of Mathematics or a full year o f Science may be taken in lieu of Math
ematics 231 and Science 232, 233.
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JUNIOR YEAR
Secondary Education

First Quarter

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

Psychology 331
5
Area of Specialization 8
Education 381
3
TO TAL

16

Psychology 332
4
Area of Specialization 9
Education 382
3
TOTAL

16

Area of
Specialization
Education 383

13
3

TOTAL

16

Note: Education 381, 382, 383 may be taken in one or two quarters.

SENIOR YEAR
Secondary Education

Education 431
3
Area of Specialization 8
Education 481
5
TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

First Quarter

Education 432
3
Area of Specialization 8
Education 482
5
TOTAL

16

16

Education 433
3
Area of Specialization 8
Education 483
5
TOTAL

16

Note: Education 481, 482, 483 may be taken in one or two quarters.
Also, students who entered between September 1940 and June 1942 are required to do
two extra hours for each quarter in attendance during that time.

B. S. DEGREE

FRESHMAN YEAR
Second Quarter

First Quarter
Oral and Written
English 111
General Biology
131**
World History 101 or
Principles of Geog.
101
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)*
TO TA L

4
4
3
1

Oral and Written
English 112
General Biology 132
World History 102 or
Geography, N.A. 102
Physical Education
Electives

Third Quarter
4
4
3
1

4

Oral and Written
English 113
General Biology 133
World History 103 or
Geography, S.A. 103
Physical Education
Electives

4
4
3
1
4

4
16

TOTAL

16

TOTAL

16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follow in g: Sociology, W orld History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, Art, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
** Mathematics 101 and 103 may be taken in lieu o f General Biology.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Quarter

Second Quarter

American Literature
231
American History 201
Mathematics 231***
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)*
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
6

Third Quarter

American Literature
232
American History 202
Physical Science 232
Physical Education
Psychology 131**
Electives

16

TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3

American Literature
233
American History 203
Physical Science 233
Physical Education
Psychology 231**
Electives

16

TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3

16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the fo llow in g: Sociology, World History,
Geography, French, Spanish, Mathematics, Chemistry, Art, Music, Business Subjects,
and Aeronautics.
*** A full year o f Mathematics or a full year o f Science may be taken in lieu of Math
ematics 231 and Science 232, 233.

JUNIOR YEAR
Fall Quarter
M ajor Subject*
M inor Subject*
Electives**
TOTAL

Winter Quarter

Spring Quarter

3
3

3
3

3
3

10

10

10

16

16

16

SENIOR YEAR
M ajor Subject*
M inor Subject*
Electives**
TOTAL

3
3

3
3

3
3

10

10

10

16

16

16

* Minimum.
** Chosen with advice of major and minor professors and approval of the Dean.

A. B. DEGREE

FRESHMAN YEAR
Second Quarter

First Quarter
Oral and Written
English 111
General Biology 131*
World History 101 or
Principles of Geog.
101
Physical Education
French 101 or
Spanish 141
Electives**
TOTAL

4
4
3
1
3
1
16

Oral and Written
English 112
General Biology 132
W orld History 102 or
Geog. N. A.
102
Physical Education
French 102 or
Spanish 142
Electives
TOTAL

Third Quarter
4
4
3
1
3
1
16

Oral and Written
English 113
General Biology 133
World History 103 or
Geog. S. A.
103
Physical Education
French 103 or
Spanish 143
Electives
TOTAL

* Mathematics 101 and 103 may be taken in lieu o f General Biology.
** Art or Music recommended.

4
4
3
1
3
1

16
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Quarter

American Literature
231 or English
Literature 311
American History 201
Mathematics 231**
Physical Education
Electives (Special
Interest Courses)*
French 201 or
Spanish 241
TO TAL

T hird Q uarter

S econ d Q uarter

3
3
3
1
3

American Literature
232 or English
Literature 312
American History 202
Physical Science 232
Physical Education
Electives
French 202 or
Spanish 242

3
3
3
1
3
3

American Literature
233 or English
Literature 313
American History 203
Physical Science 233
Physical Education
Electives
French 203 or
Spanish 243

3
3
3
1
3
3

3
TOTAL

16

16

TOTAL

16

* Special Interest Courses may be taken from the follow in g: Sociology, W orld History,
Geography, French, Spanish. Mathematics, Music, Art, Chemistry, and Economics.
**A full year in science or mathematics may be chosen in lieu o f mathematics 231, and
science 232, 233.

JUNIOR YEAR
Fall Quarter
Major Subject*
Minor Subject*
Electives**
T O TA L

Winter Quarter

Spring Quarter

3
3

3
3

3
3

10

10

10

16

16

16

SENIOR YEAR
Major Subject*
Minor Subject*
Electives**
T O TA L

3
3

3
3

3
3

10

10

10

16

16

16

* Minimum.
* * Chosen with advice o f m ajor and minor professors and approval o f the Dean.

PRE-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Students not preparing to teach will have an opportunity to complete
approximately two years of college work leading to professions of law, medi
cine, agriculture, home economics, nursing, business, engineering, dentistry., and
pharmacy.
The courses included in this program are:
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AGRICULTURE
Freshman Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

English 111
3
Speech 131
1
General Chemistry 2 1 1 4
General Zoology 141 3
Algebra 101
5
TOTAL

16

Third Quarter

English 112
Speech 132
General Chemistry 212
General Zoology 142
Trigonometry 103
TOTAL

3
1
4
3
5

16

English 113
Speech 133
Psychology 131
General Zoology 143
General Chemistry 213
TOTAL

3
1
3
3
4

14

Sophomore Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Physics 341
5
American History 201 3
Psychology 233
3
Physical Education
1
General Botany 241
3
Electives
1
TOTAL

16

Third Quarter

Speech 442
American History 202
Psychology 331 or 332
Physical Education
General Botany 242
Electives

3
3
4
1
3
3

TOTAL

17

Psychology 331 or 332
Education 431
Physical Education
General Botany 243
Electives
TOTAL

4
3
1
3
6
17

BASIC ENGINERING
Freshman Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

English Composition
111
3
Speech 131
1
Mechanical Drawing
241
3
General Chemistry 2 1 1 4
Algebra 101
5
Economics 251
3
TOTAL

19

Third Quarter

English Composition
112
Speech 132
Des. Geometry 242
General Chemistry 212
Trigonometry 103
Economics 252

TOTAL

3
1
3
4
5
3

19

English Composition
113
Speech 133
Engineering Draw.
243
General Chemistry 213
Analytic Geometry
201
Economics 253
TOTAL

3
1
3
4
5
3

19

Sophomore Year

First Quarter
General Physics 341
Calculus 311
Qualitative
Analysis 441
Slide Rule 331
Literature 311

TOTAL

Second Quarter
5
5
3
3
3

19

General Physics 342
Calculus 312
Quantitative
Analysis 442
Materials of Engin
eering or Applied
Mechanics (Statics)
332
Literature 312
TOTAL

Third Quarter
5
5
3

3
3
19

General Physics 343
Calculus 313
Quantitative
Analysis 443
Kinematics or Applied
Mechanics (Statics)
333
Business Law 483
TOTAL

5
5
3
3
3

19
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COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Freshman Year

English Composition
111
Speech 131
Algebra 101
French 101 or
Spanish 141
Accounting 391

TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

First Quarter
3
1
5
3
4

16

English Composition
112
Speech 132
Math. 221
French 102 or
Spanish 142
Accounting 392

TOTAL

3
1
5
3
4

16

English Composition
113
Speech 133
Physical Education
213
French 103 or
Spanish 143
Accounting 393
Electives
TOTAL

3
1
3
3
4
3
17

Sophomore Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Social Studies 231
English 482
American Government
341
French 201 or
Spanish 241
Economics 251
TO TAL

5
3
3
3
3
17

Third Quarter

Geography 231
3
English 231
5
American Government
342
3
French 202 or
Spanish 242
3
Economics 252
3
TOTAL

17

Geography 232
3
English 232
5
American Government
343
3
French 203 or
Spanish 243
3
Economics 253
3
TOTAL

17

HOME ECONOMICS
Freshman Year

First Quarter
English 111
Speech 131
Sociology 131
American History 201
Foods 241
General Biology 131
T O TA L

Second Quarter
3
1
3
3
3
4
17

Third Quarter

English 112
Speech 132
Sociology 132
American History 202
Clothing & Shelter 242
General Biology 132
TOTAL

3
1
3
3
3
4

17

English 113
Speech 133
Psychology 232
American History 203
The Home 243
General Biology 133
TOTAL

3
1
3
3
3
4
17

Sophomore Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Personal Hygiene 213 3
Economics 251
3
Food Preparation 341 3
Social Psychology 231 3
General Chemistry 211 4
T O TA L

16

Third Quarter

English 231
Economics 252
Clothing and Care 342
Psychology 331 or 332
General Chemistry 212
TOTAL

3
3
3
3
4

16

English 232
Economics 253
Household
Management 343
Psychology 332 or 333
General Chemistry 213
TOTAL

3
3
3
3
4

16
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PRE-LAW
Freshman Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

English 111
Speech 131
Algebra 101
World History 101
Electives*
Physical Education
TOTAL

3
1
5
3
3
1

English 112
Speech 132
Trigonometry 103
World History 102
Geography 231
Physical Education

16

TOTAL

Third Quarter
3
1
5
3
3
1

English 113
Speech 133
World History 103
Electives
Geography 232
Physical Education

16

TOTAL

3
1
3
6
3
1
17

Sophomore Year

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Accounting 391
Economics 251
English 311
American
Government 241
Electives*
TOTAL

4
3
3

Accounting 392
Economics 252
English 312
American
Government 242
Electives

3
3
16

TOTAL

Third Quarter
4
3
3

Accounting 393
Economics 253
English 313
American
Government 243
Electives

3
3
16

TOTAL

4
3
3
3
3
16

* Recommended Electives: Foreign Language or Sociology

PRE-MEDICINE AND PRE-DENTISTRY
Freshman Year

First Quarter
English 111
Speech 131
Biology 131
Chemistry 211
Algebra 101 or
French 101
TOTAL

Second Quarter
3
1
4
4
5
3

15 or 17

Third Quarter

English 112
Speech 132
Biology 132
Chemistry 212
Trigonometry 103 or
French 102
TOTAL

3
1
4
4
5
3

15 or 17

English 113
Speech 133
Biology 133
Chemistry 213
French 103
TOTAL

3
1
4
4
3
15

Sophomore Year

First Quarter
Physics 341
Quantitative
Analysis 442
French 201 or
Economics 251
Electives
TOTAL

Second Quarter

Third Quarter

5 Physics 342
5
Quantitative
3
Analysis 443
3
Organic Chemistry 452 3
3 French 202 or
6
Economics 252
3
Electives
3
17

TOTAL

17

Physics 343
Personal Hygiene 213
Organic Chemistry 453
French 203 or
Economics 253
Electives
TOTAL

5
3
3
3
3
17
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PRE-PHARMACY

Freshman Year

TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

First Quarter
English 111
Speech 131
Biology 131
Chemistry 211
Algebra 101 or
French 101

3
1
4
4
5
3
15 or 17

English 112
Speech 132
Biology 132
Chemistry 212
Trigonometry 103 or
French 102
TOTAL

3
1
4
4
5
3

English 113
Speech 133
Biology 133
Chemistry 213
French 103

15 or 17

TOTAL

3
1
4
4
3
15

DIVISION OF EDUCATION
Professors:

Loy W. Allison, Chairman of the Division, Eli Jefferson Landers, Reuben
Self, Ernest Stone.
Associate Professors:

C. C. Dillon, Robert B. Gilbert, Donald J. Salls, Julian W. Stephenson,
Doris J. Wemple.
Assistant Professors:

Sallie Ford Arnold, W. O . Barrow, Ferrell Bolton, Lucille Branscomb,
Louise Bullock, Fanny Bush, Lucille Williams Crow, Ruby Keith Dillon, Mary
Moss Goggans, Lofton F. Ingram, Beatrice Jones, Marietta McCorkle, Robert
Mason, Alta Millican, Jane D. Self, Mary Etta Thomas Stephenson, Katherine
G. Stone.
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
Assistant Professor Branscomb
Assistant Professor Mason

This department has three basic purposes: (1 ) T o train teachers of busi
ness subjects in high school; (2 ) T o train secretaries, stenographers, and general
office workers; (3) T o offer students the opportunity to prepare for entrance
into the business world in the management or administrative field. A minor ob
jective is to provide training in business affairs for any student in the college
who may choose this training as an elective.
Requirements for degrees: (See pages 17-28 for general requirements)
Majors:

Business Education or Secretarial Science

A student may major in Business Education by taking at least 51 and not
exceeding 63 hours of business subjects, including the following required
courses: 18 hours of shorthand and typewriting, 12 hours of accounting, 3 hours
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of business mathematics* and 3 hours in each of the following: principles of
economics, office management, business correspondence**, business law; and 48
hours of education and psychology.
Requirements for a major in Secretarial Science for those who do not wish
to teach may be met as above, without the education and psychology courses
excepting Psychology 232, provided a major in English is also chosen.**
Students planning to major in business education or secretarial science
should elect shorthand and typewriting as their special interest courses in their
sop h om ore year.
Minors:

Business Administration

A minor in Business Administration may be secured by taking at least 32
hours of business subjects, including the following required: 3 hours of business
mathematics*, 12 hours of accounting, 3 hours of business law, 3 hours in
office management, and 9 hours of economics (Principles o f Economics 251
required, and 6 to be chosen from the following: Money and banking, statistics,
marketing, investments, corporation and industrial finance, or private, public,
and personal finance.) In addition, any of the following courses may be taken:
Business correspondence**., economic geography, trade centers and routes, or
any of the economics courses listed above.
A minor in Secretarial Science may be secured by taking at least 36 hours
of business subjects, including the following required: 18 hours of shorthand
and typewriting, 12 in accounting, 3 in business correspondence**, and 3 in
office management.
*Business Mathematics 233 may be taken by business majors or minors in
lieu of applied mathematics 231 as part of the required mathematics in the
general requirements listed on pages 17-28 o f this catalog.
**Business correspondence may be used for either English or business credit.
Description of Courses:

233. Business Mathematics. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Involves the mathematics of finance including simple and compound interest,
trade and bank discounts, insurance, annuities, investments, percentage, depre
ciation costs, profit and loss, etc. Prerequisite to elementary accounting. Pre
requisite: Algebra 101.
231, 232. Principles of Economic Geography. Three hours credit each.
Three class periods a week. For description see Geography 231, 232.
233. Trade Centers and Trade Routes. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. For description see Geography 233.
281, 282, 283. Elementary Shorthand. Six hours credit in the sopho
more year. Three class periods a week. Fundamental principles of shorthand;
emphasis on phonetics; development of skill in reading and writing from printed
shorthand; business-letter dictation. Tw o systems are taught, Gregg and Ma
chine (Stenotype). Required of business education or secretarial science majors.
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281, 282, 283. Elementary Typewriting. Three hours credit. The funda
mentals of touch typewriting with emphasis upon proper position, rhythm, tech
nique, accuracy, speed, and arrangement of letters and other business forms.
Laboratory fee: $3 per quarter. Required of business education or secretarial
science majors.
*251. Principles of Economics. Three hours credit. Three class periods
a week. Required of all business education and secretarial science majors and
business administration minors. This course is planned to give a general under
standing of our economic life and the fundamental principles underlying it.
An analysis of proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, competition and
monopoly, supply and demand, and wages and profits.
252.
Economic Problems. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Equips the student for intelligent consideration of contemporary economic
issues and problems and proposed solutions of them. Prerequisite: Economics 251.

253. Private, personal, and public finance. Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: Economics 251. A general course devoted to
a study of the growth and organization of modern tax systems, the sources of
public revenues, their collection, custody and expenditure, and problems of
financial administration. Special attention given to current trends and prob
lems in federal, state, and local politics.
371. Business Machines and Filing. Three hours credit. Five class and
laboratory periods per week. This course covers principles and practice in the
operation of adding, calculating, and duplicating machines, and in the various
filing systems. Laboratory fee $3.
381, 382, 383. Advanced Shorthand. Three hours credit in the junior
year. A continuation of the development of skill in reading and writing short
hand from both printed shorthand and rapid dictation. Special emphasis is
given to transcription. This course is correlated with the advanced typewriting
course. Required of all business education and secretarial majors.
381, 382, 383. Advanced Typewriting.
Six hours credit in the junior
year. A continuation of elementary typewriting, with emphasis on speed, busi
ness letters, tabulation, billing, stencil cutting, and secretarial typing, including
transcription for shorthand students. Laboratory fees: $3 per quarter. Required
of business education and secretarial science majors.
391, 392, 393. Elementary Accounting. Twelve hours credit. Tw o lec
ture and two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: Business Mathematics
233. Required of all business education and secretarial science majors and busi
ness administration minors. A beginning course in bookkeeping and accounting,
including theory of m odem accounts; debit and credit; classification of ac
counts, procedure of recording transactions; the work sheet; adjustment and
closing of the ledger; the balance sheet and income statement; business reports,
voucher systems, tangible and intangible assets; and analysis of accounts.
481.
Office Management. Three hours credit in the senior year. Three
class periods a week. This course is designed to acquaint the student with the
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qualifications, responsibilities, and duties of the office manager, private secre
tary, stenographer, and clerk, with problems involved in planning and directing
the functions of business and professional offices; selection, training, and pro
motion of employees; development of the personality; desirable attitudes and
ethics in an office. It provides training in office conduct; meeting the public,
both through personal contact and over the telephone; handling mail, filing and
indexing; selection, care, and use of office supplies and equipment, including
typewriter, duplicating, adding, calculating, and other office machines. Required
of business education and secretarial science majors and business administration
minors. Laboratory fee $2.
482.
Business Correspondence. Three hours credit in the senior year.
Three class periods a week. Prerequisite: English 111, 112, 113. A study of the
psychology, tone, form, and content of effective business letters of all types.
Designed to establish in the mind of the student the primary business pro
cedures and principles underlying effective correspondence, and to provide lib
eral practice in composing letters and related business papers; train him to solve
business problems by letter; give him an understanding of how people react to
certain approaches and stimuli; to develop sureness in the use of the basic tools,
words, through an intensive study of vocabulary building, correct English gram
mar, spelling, punctuation, and the effective expression of ideas. Required of
business education and secretarial science majors. M ay be counted as English
credit.
483.
Business Law. Three hours credit in the senior year. Three class
periods a week. A study of the laws covering contracts, agencies, employer and
employee relations, negotiable instruments, suretyship, insurance, bailment,
sales, partnerships, corporations, deeds of conveyance, mortgages, landlord and
tenant. Required of all business education and secretarial majors and business
administration minors.
491. Money and Banking. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Economics 251. A study of the nature, characteristics, and
functions of money. Also covers the history of commercial banks, small loan
companies, federal reserve system, federal deposit insurance, and a comparative
study of some foreign banking systems.
492.
Business Statistics. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Economics 251. This course deals with methods of collect
ing, tabulating, charting, and interpreting statistical data. Frequency distribu
tions and correlations are studied.
493.
Marketing. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Pre
requisite: Economics 251. A study of the importance of markets and the mar
keting system, cost of marketing, channels of distribution, sales and advertising
problems, speculation, cooperative marketing, and government bureaus which
influence marketing. Emphasis is placed on recent developments in retailing
such as: the growth in economic im p orta n ce of centrally owned chain store
organizations, cooperative chains, and consumers’ cooperative stores.
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494.

Investments.
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Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. See

Economics 494.
495.

Corporation and Industrial Finance.

Three

hours credit. Three

class periods a week. See Economics 495.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Professors Landers, Self, Stone.
Associate Professor Gilbert.
Assistant Professors Arnold, Barrow, Bolton, Bullock, Bush, Crow, Dillon,
Goggans, Ingram, Jones, M cCorkle, Millican, Self, Stephenson, Stone.
331. 332. 333. Development of Children and Youth in the Community
and Region. For description of this course see Psychology 331, 332.
371, 372. 373. *Elementary Education Seminar and Student Teaching for
Juniors. Fifteen hours credit. Five class periods a week. The seminar con

tinues through the three quarters of the year with related contacts in the cam
pus elementary school and the community, while during one full quarter, half
of each day is spent in student teaching in the campus elementary school. In
the seminar the student considers the problems of children as he meets them
in his student teaching, studies the organization of the curriculum in relation
to children’s needs, and organizes and prepares materials for teaching the core
curriculum and the skills:
The work is developed cooperatively with the coordinator of the ele
mentary education seminar, subject matter specialists, and the teachers of the
campus elementary school.
A service course in the teaching of reading is given in connection with
the seminar.
This course includes Orientation to Teaching, three hours; Directed
Teaching, six hours; Selection and Organization of Instructional Materials,
six hours.
381, 382, 383. *Secondary Education Seminar and Student Teaching for
Juniors Nine hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of secondary

teachers. The secondary education seminar may extend through the three quar
ters of the junior year or may be concentrated in one or two quarters. It
includes:
1. Study of the American secondary school, its historical development,
objectives and program, organization and administration, and present
problems and issues with special emphasis on those of Alabama.
2. Study of the present problems of youth in the United States and in
Alabama; appraisal of the work of various local, state, and federal
agencies in meeting the needs of youth; and consideration of the re
sponsibility of the public school in meeting the youth situation with
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particular reference to the extension of secondary school activities to
include out-of-school youth and adults.
3. Study of secondary school curriculum and method with particular ref
erence to the needs of Alabama; and the critical examination of vari
ous core experiments, the plan of extra-curricular activities, guidance,
evaluation, records and reports, home room activities, etc.
4. Observation and participation over a wide range of activities with ob
servation concerned with the whole secondary school in its community
setting, and classroom teaching centered in core curriculum work.

This course includes Directed Teaching, three hours; Materials and Meth
ods in the Area of Specialization or in the Core Program, six hours.
431, 432, 433. Social and Philosophic Foundations of Education (For all
seniors). Nine hours credit. Three class periods a week. This is a culminating

course in which values as they have been developed in religion, ethics, and
philosophy are studied in their effects upon historic and current educational
theories and practices.
This course includes History of Education, three hours; Principles of Edu
cation, three hours; and Social Philosophy, three hours.
471, 472, 473. *Elementary Education Seminar and Field Practicum for
Seniors. Nine to fifteen hours credit. Three to five class periods a week. Re

quired of elementary teachers. The work of the junior seminar is continued
in relation to student teaching in an off-campus school. The student is ex
pected to make himself, in so far as possible, a part of the school and the com
munity, and to acquaint himself with the general organization of the school
and its relation to the community, as well as to assume responsibility in class
room teaching.
This course includes Directed Teaching, three hours; Administration and
Supervision o f Instruction, three hours; and Child Guidance, three hours.
* This course must be completed during the junior year, preferably during
the second or third quarter. An interval of three months between junior and
senior teaching is mandatory; an interval of at least six months is advised.
481. 482. 483. *Secondary Education Seminar and Field Practicum for
Seniors. Fifteen hours credit. Five class periods a week. Required of secondary

teachers. The seminar is so conducted as to provide opportunity for the forma
tion of divisional seminars in the major areas of specialization. The divisional
seminars are concerned with the practical problem of utilizing the subject
matter of the several areas of specialization in meeting the objectives of the
school. The content of the individual seminar includes such topics as the fol
lowing: purpose of the major area in secondary education; organization of
subject matter in terms of the purposes; materials and methods of instruc
tion; contribution of the area to the core curriculum; contribution of the area
to other areas in the school; evaluation of results.
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This course includes Directed Teaching, six hours; Administration and
Supervision of Instruction, three hours; Pupil Guidance, three hours; and
Selection and Organization of Instructional Materials, three hours.
*This course must be completed during the senior year, preferably during
the second or third quarter. An interval of three months between junior and
senior teaching is mandatory; an interval of at least six months is advised.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

Professor C. C. Dillon.
Professor Salls
Professor Stephenson.
Professor Wemple.

The purpose of the Department of Health and Physical Education is to
promote health and well being of all students through physical education as
well as an appreciation and skill in the field that will carry over into the future
life of the individual. An effort will be made to have the student electing a
major or minor in this field be aware of the need for the total development of
every child, and the necessity for him to receive a wide variety of specific
activities. A major consists o f forty-five hours. A minor consists of thirty hours.
An elementary-secondary certificate will be issued to graduates with a major in
health and physical education.
Activity Courses

The activity courses will be segregated. They will be called Service or
Professional courses.
Service courses will be those courses required of all students attending
this college. Six hours is the requirement. These courses should be taken during
the first two years.
Professional courses will be those activity classes offered to those stu
dents taking a major or a minor in physical education.
SERVICE COURSES

120.

Touch Football for Men.

Tw o class periods a week.

One hour

credit.
121.

Football

for

Men.

122.

Beginning B a s e b a ll .

Tw o class periods a week. One hour credit.
T w o class periods a week. One hour credit.

123. Horseshoes for Men and Women.
hour credit.
124. Croquet for Men and Women.
hour credit.
125.

Tw o class periods a week. One

Tw o class periods a week.

Individualized Physical Activities.*

One

One hour credit. Tw o class
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periods a week. A special class in individual gymnastics for those who are lim
ited physically; also for those who wish to build up strength and vitality before
taking the more strenuous exercises; or for those who have poor posture, fallen
arches, weak abdominal muscles, overweight, or a weak heart.
*A doctor’s certificate, as well as a conference with a member of the de
partment of physical education, is necessary before a student will be accepted
for this course.
126.
credit.

C log and Tap Dancing.

Tw o class periods a week.

One hour

141. Beginning Tennis for Men and Women. One hour credit. Two
class periods a week. This course deals with the basic fundamentals of the
game— singles and doubles play. The game will be taught and developed
through demonstration and active participation.
143. Archery for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class periods
a week. Fundamental techniques of the sport will be given and care and upkeep
of the equipment will be emphasized.

145. Stunts and Tumbling for Men and Women. One hour credit. Two
class periods a week. This is an introductory course to tumbling techniques.
Emphasis will be placed on the application of the break-fall technique and the
orientation of the body in space. Self testing stunts with the individual and
couples participating will be given.
146. Badminton for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class pe
riods a week. Instruction will be given in the forehand and backhand drives,
the serve, the smash, and the recovering from the smash. Team tactics and
plays for the singles and doubles games will be emphasized.
147. Advanced Tennis. One hour credit. Tw o class periods a week.
This continuation of physical education 141 involves the active practice of the
techniques and tactics of the game— singles and doubles play.
151. Volleyb all for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class pe
riods a week. Instruction will be given in the fundamentals of the game, includ
ing the serve, the return, the smash and the net recovery.

152. Basketb a ll for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class pe
riods a week. This course will include the fundamentals of the game as well as
active participation.
153. Field Ball and Soccer for Men.
hour credit.
154.

Soft Ball for Men and Women.

hour credit.

Two class periods a week.

One

Two class periods a week.

One
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES
241. Beginners' Swimming for Men and Women. O n e h o u r c r e d i t .
Two periods a week. Instruction for beginners in developing some security and
form in the water through emphasis on the fundamental strokes. Separate
classes will be given for men and women.
242. Intermediate Swimming for Men and Women. One hour credit.
Two class periods a week. This course provides further instruction in strokes,
form and breathing. Simple diving will be taught and water games will be
included.
243. Recreational Games for Men and Women. One hour credit. Two
class periods a week. Techniques and skills will be taught in the following
activities: deck tennis, shuffle-board, aerial darts, croquet, ping pong, and
horseshoes.
251. Beginning Folk Dancing for Men and Women. One hour credit.
Two class periods a week. A wide variety of dances from various countries will
be included in this course. Dances involving simple steps will be taught with
the primary emphasis being placed on the country and square dances of the
South.
252.

Intermediate Folk Dancing for Men and Women.

O ne

hour

credit. Two class periods a week. The dances of various nations will be taught,
but only those will be included that are based on the more complicated steps
and figures.
254, 255. Rhythms. Tw o hours credit. Tw o class periods a week. This
course proposes to teach the techniques and fundamentals involved in ballroom
dancing.
341. Community Recreation.
Three hours credit. Three class periods
a week. Elective for juniors and seniors. The course trains the student in the
most efficient methods of planning, organizing and conducting community recre
ational activities, such as a community playground, a recreation house, group
outings, community field days and private recreational groups.
343.

The Teaching and Content of Physical Education and Recreation.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. A study of the broad program
of physical activities suitable to the various grades in the public schools, play
grounds, social centers; the significance of individual differences to physical
education; opportunity for observation of demonstration teaching.
361.

Health

and

Physical

Education

for

the

Elementary

Teacher.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of elementary educa
tion and physical education majors. This course deals with such topics as per
sonal hygiene, school and community hygiene, maternal hygiene, control of
communicable diseases, problems of sanitation, first aid, safety and knowledge
of plays and games suitable for elementary children.
442.

Health Instruction in Schools.

Three

hours credit.

Three

class
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periods a week. A study of the aims* methods and materials for teaching health
in the elementary and secondary schools.
443.

Organization and Administration of Health and Physical Education.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of majors. The organ
ization and administration of facilities and supplies, and the school program of
health and physical education. Management of athletic, intramural, and recre
ational programs is taken up. Practice will be given in outlining and setting up
administrative plans for practical situations.
481,

2,

3.

Methods

and

Principles

of Athletic

Coaching.

(Men).

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of all men majors.
484, 5, 6.

Teaching of Team Sports for Women.

Three

hours

credit.

Three class periods a week.
484.

V olleyb all and Soccer, fall quarter.

485.

Basketball, winter quarter.

486.

Softball and track, spring quarter.

IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Areas of Learning and Courses Offered
I.

Interpretation and Objectives

*351. History and Principles of Health and Physical Education. Three
class periods a week. Three hours credit.
II.

Educability— Classification— Testing

*451. Tests and Measurements in Health and Physical Education. Three
class periods a week. Three hours credit.
III.

Individual— Program

*213.

Personal Hygiene. Three class periods a week. Three hours credit.

*342. School and Community Hygiene. Three class periods a week.
Three hours credit.
343. The Teaching and Content of Physical Education for Elementary
Teacher. Three class periods a week. Three hours credit.
*361. Health and Physical Education for the Elementary Teacher. Three
class periods a week. Three hours credit.
*381. Health and Physical Education for the Secondary Teacher. Three
class periods a week. Three hours credit.
442. Health Instruction in Schools. Three class periods a week. Three
hours credit.
341.
credit.

Community Recreation. Three class periods a week. Three hours
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SERVICE COURSES

120.
credit.

Touch Football for Men.

121.

Football

122.

Beginning Baseball.

for Men.

Tw o class periods a week.

One hour

T w o class periods a week. One hour credit.
Tw o class periods a week. One hour credit.

123. Horseshoes for Men and Women.
hour credit.
124. Croquet for Men and Women.
hour credit.

T w o class periods a week. One

T w o class periods a week.

One

125. Individualized Physical Activities.* One hour credit. Tw o class
periods a week. A special class in individual gymnastics for those who are lim
ited physically; also for those who wish to build up strength and vitality before
taking the more strenuous exercises; or for those with poor posture, fallen
arches, weak abdominal muscles, overweight, or weak hearts.
*A doctor’s certificate, as well as a conference with a member of the de
partment of physical education, is necessary before a student will be accepted
for this course.
126.
credit.

Clog and Tap Dancing.

T w o class periods a week.

One hour

141. Beginning Tennis for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o
class periods a week. This course deals with the basic fundamentals of the
game— singles and doubles play. The game will be taught and developed
through demonstration and active participation.
143. Archery for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class periods
a week. Fundamental techniques of the sport will be given and care and upkeep
of the equipment will be emphasized.

145. Stunts and Tumbling for Men and Women. One hour credit. Two
class periods a week. This is an introductory course to tumbling techniques.
Emphasis will be placed on the application o f the break-fall technique and the
orientation of the body in space. Self testing stunts with the individual and
couples participating will be given.
146. Badminton for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class pe
riods a week. Instruction will be given in the forehand and backhand drives,
the serve, the smash, and the recovering from the smash. Team tactics and
plays for the singles and doubles games will be emphasized.
147. Advanced Tennis. One hour credit. Tw o class periods a week.
This continuation of physical education 141 involves the active practice of the
techniques and tactics o f the game— singles and doubles play.
151. V o lle y b a ll for Men and Women. One hour credit. Tw o class pe
riods a week. Instruction will be given in the fundamentals of the game, includ
ing the serve, the return, the smash and the net recovery.
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Junior Year

Fall
Psychology 331
Education 371
Physical Education
361
Minor
Physical Education
Electives

5
3
3
3
2

Winter
Psychology 332
Education 372
Physical Education
342
Minor
Physical Education
343

16

4
3
3
3
3

Spring
Physical Education
351
Education 373
Physical Education
333
M inor
Physical Education
Electives
Physical Education
381

16

3
3
3
3
1
3

16

Senior Year

Fall
Education 431
Education 481
M inor
Physical Education
451
Physical Education
(Activity)
Physical Education
481

3
5
3
3
1
1
16

Winter
Education 432
Education 482
Minor
Physical Education
442
Physical Education
(Activity)
Physical Education
482

3
5
3
3
1
1

Spring
Education 433
Education 483
Minor
Physical Education
443
Physical Education
(Activity)
Physical Education
483

16

3
5
3
3
1
1
16

* A full year o f Mathematics 101 and 103 or a full year o f Science** may be taken in
lieu o f Mathematics 231 and Science 232, 233.
** Chemistry 211, 212, 218, or Physics 341N, 343N.

REQUIRED COURSES FOR A MINOR IN HEALTH AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ARE:
213. Personal Hygiene. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Required of majors. This course deals with the established facts concerning
health, as well as the current evidence and more recent techniques that may
be applied to the individual. The purposes of this course are to develop habits,
attitudes, and knowledge concerning health, and to provide professional prep
aration of teachers for teaching health.

333. Safety and First Aid. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Required of majors. Emphasis is placed on the prevention and treatment
of athletic injuries, as well as general first-aid treatment. The purposes of this
course are to prepare the individual to prevent, and meet the emergencies in
the schoolroom and on the playground.
342. School and Community Hygiene. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Required of majors. A general survey of school and community
health problems including consideration of the causes, prevention and control
of disease.
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351.

History

and

Principles

of

Health

and

Physical

Education.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of majors. The course
deals with the historical and philosophical phases of physical education, as well
as the interpretative and emotional development.
381.

Health

and

Physical

Education

for

the

Secondary

Teacher.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required o f majors. This course
deals with such topics as personal hygiene, school and community hygiene,
maternal hygiene, control of communicable diseases, problems of sanitation,
first aid, safety, and knowledge of sports and recreational activities suitable for
the secondary teacher.
451.

Tests

and

Measurements

in

Health

and

Physical

Education.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of majors. Analysis,
interpretation, and use of tests in health and physical education.
481.

Football, fall quarter.

482.

Basketball, winter quarter.

483.

Baseball, track, field, spring quarter.
Summary Sheet— Division of Hours

M ajor
Freshmen____________________________________________________________ three hours
Sophomores____________________________________________________________ six hours
Juniors________________________________________________________ twenty-one hours
Seniors.................................................................................................. ............ fifteen hours
Total hours required for major...........................

forty-five hours
M inor

Freshmen____________________________________________________________ three hours
Sophomores____________________________________________________________ six hours
Juniors....................................................................................

eleven hours

Seniors________________________________________________________________ten hours
Total hours required for minor_____________________________________ thirty hours
Summary of Physical Education Program

English__________________________________________ 21
Science__________________________________________ 21
Social Science___________________________________ 18
M inor...........................................................................

27

Physical Education_____________________________ 45
Psychology and Education______________________ 48
Electives ________________________________________12

Total_____________________________ 192
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Professor Allison

A major in psychology requires thirty-six hours which includes Psychology
201 and 202. At least eighteen of these hours must be done in courses num
bered 300 and above.
A minor in psychology requires twenty-seven hours which includes Psy
chology 201 and 202. At least nine of these hours must be in courses numbered
300 and above.
232. Introduction to Psychology. Formerly Psychology 131. Three hours
credit. Three class periods a week. Required of sophomores who are candidates
for the B. S. degree in education. The purposes of this course are to acquaint
the student with the subject matter of psychology and its development as a
science; to interpret to the student the fundamental laws of psychology and
the terminology used in psychology; and to develop in the student the ability
to criticize his own methods of study and general personal development.
233.

Introduction

to

Social

Psychology.

Formerly

Psychology

231.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Required of sophomores who
are candidates for the B. S. degree in education. Prerequisite: Psychology 232.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with certain aspects of
the materials of social psychology as they relate to the personal development
of the student and his relationship with the social group. Special emphasis will
be placed on the application of the principles of social psychology to classroom
procedures and practices.
242. Mental Hygiene. Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
Elective for sophomores. Prerequisite: Psychology 232 and 233 or 201 and 202.
This course deals with problems of normal mental health with emphasis upon
the factors which influence such development from childhood through the adult
stage of development. The problem of how to train children to meet and solve
their problems realistically rather than emotionally will be emphasized.
243. Applied Psychology. Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
Elective for sophomores. Prerequisite: Psychology 232 and 233 or 201 and 202.
The psychology of understanding and dealing with people. A careful study of
the factors which determine the quality of human adjustments.
331, 332. Development of Children and Youth in the Community and
Region. Five and four hours credit, respectively. Required of juniors who are

candidates for the B. S. degree in education. An intensive study is made of the
behavior of children and youth. Particular emphasis is given to the needs of
children in various situations. Techniques for the study of the behavior of
children and youth are developed, together with the means and methods of
measuring the effect of various types of behavior. The work of the course is
closely related to student teaching and will endeavor to cover the psychological
problems most vital to the teacher. (Human Growth and Development, five
hours; Educational Psychology, four hours.)
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201. General Psychology.
Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Required of majors and minors in psychology and recommended for all preprofessional students where psychology is required. Prerequisite: General Biol
ogy 131, 132, 133. The important facts and principles of human behavior based
upon experimental findings will be thoroughly covered in this course.
202. Fields of Psychology. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Required of majors and minors in psychology and recommended for all preprofessional students where psychology is required. Prerequisite: Psychology
201. In this course attention is directed to the development of a broad basic
understanding of the major fields of psychology. Emphasis is placed upon the
methods and techniques used in dealing with the more important problems in
the various fields of psychology.
301. Comparative Psychology.
Four hours credit. Four class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Psychology 201 and 202. A study of the behavior of organ
isms from the lower through the higher form. Emphasis is placed upon the
relationship between the development of structures and the elaboration of
behavior.
302. Abnormal Psychology.
Four hours credit. Four class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Psychology 201 and 202 and consent of instructor. A study
of the theories, problems, and methods. An experimental study of the learning
process.
303. Experimental Psychology.
Four hours credit. Four class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Psychology 201 and 202 and consent of instructor. An
experimental study of the learning process.
311. Advanced Educational Psychology. Four hours credit. Four class
periods a week. Prerequisite: Psychology 201 and 202 and consent of instruc
tor. The purpose of this course is to promote a thorough evaluation of the
major trends in current educational theory and practice based upon sound
psychological criteria.
351. Clinical Psychology. Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Psychology 331. A study of the principal techniques used in the
diagnosis treatment of behavior problems.
352. Educational and Psychological Statistics. Four hours credit. Four
class periods a week. Prerequisite: Psychology 201 and 202. This course is de
signed for students in education and psychology. Emphasis is placed upon an
understanding and application of the principal statistical methods used in the
handling of educational and psychological data.
353. Psychological Tests and Measurements. Four hour credit. Four
class periods a week. Prerequisite: Psychology 352 and 331. In this course the
practical and theoretical problems of mental measurements are dealt with. The
giving, scoring and interpreting individual and group intelligence tests is
emphasized.
401.

Tests

and Measurements.

Four hours credit. Four class periods a
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week. Elective for seniors. Prerequisite: Psychology 331 and 332. The purposes
of this course are to give an appreciation of accurate measurements in educa
tion; to give a knowledge of the best standardized tests of intelligence and
achievements and their use in the schoolroom; to give an understanding of the
elementary principles of statistical techniques; and to give skill in constructing
classroom tests. This course covers the theory and practice of testing from the
elementary level through higher education.
441. Psychology of the Exceptional Child. Four hours credit. Four class
periods a week. Elective for seniors. The purpose of this course is to develop
a scientific attitude, technique of approach, and methods of dealing with the
problems of the children who deviate far from the average.
442.
Elective
thorough
upon the

Social Psychology.
Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
for seniors. Prerequisite: Psychology 332. The development of a
understanding o f the individual as a social being. The emphasis is
factors which motivate group activity.

451. History of Psychology. Four hours credit. Four class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Fifteen hours of psychology. A systematic survey of the
origin and development of psychology is made.
321. Introduction to Philosophy. Four hours credit. Four periods a week.
Designed to acquaint the student with the meaning, scope, problems, and meth
ods of philosophy. Some use is made of original materials.
322. History of Philosophy. Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 321. A systematic survey is made o f the development
of philosophy from ancient times to the present.
323. Modern Philosophy. Four hours credit. Four class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 322. An examination of the outstanding systems of
modern philosophy is made for the purpose of indicating their influence upon
modern social, economic, and political problems.
LIBRARY SCIENCE

Three hours credit. Tw o class periods a week.
Five hours of Laboratory and practice work a week. Elective for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Class limited to 15 students per quarter.
241. Library Science

A course designed for students who wish to become teacher-librarians in
high schools. Work will include how to organize a small library; how to cata
log and classify books; how to maintain a shelf list and accession record; where
and how to order books and supplies; ho w to select books; where to obtain
free and inexpensive materials; how to organize a clipping, pamphlet and pic
ture file.
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DIVISION OF FINE ARTS
Professors:
Walter A Mason, Chairman of the Division
Associate Professors:
Stella Huger
Assistant Professors:
Ada Curtiss, Eugene Duncan, Fritz Heim, Mary C. Heim, Margaret Stapp.
Instructors:
Elizabeth Roberts

DEPARTMENT OF ART

Associate Professor Huger
131, 132, 133. Art. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods a week. Required
of freshmen in Elementary Education. These courses are that part of the Art
Course which deals with the study of line, tone, and color in relationship to
individual development. The student is given an understanding of the prin
ciples of design, an application of which helps to develop in the student selfreliance in judgment, good taste, and a great appreciation of art in his environ
ment. Creative ideas are respected and encouraged.
151, 152, 153. Drawing. Nine hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for freshmen. This course is open to students desirous of exploring the
different fields of art and experimenting with any media in which they are in
terested. Creative ideas are respected and encouraged. Design is emphasized.
231, 232, 233. Art. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods a week. Required
of sophomores in Elementary Education. These courses are a continuation of
131, 132, 133, designed to extend further application of art in its relationships
to regional and national interests.
313. History of Art. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. For
this course the student will be permitted to elect one of the History of Art
courses numbered 401, 402, or 403.

DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS
Assistant Professor Stapp

The courses in home economics aim to meet the needs of students of three
groups: first, those who wish to teach home economics in high school; second,
those who desire background courses in other vocations; third, those who wish
to use home economics courses as a means of enriched living.
The B. S. degree in Secondary Education with Science M ajor and Home
Economics M inor:
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CHEMISTRY MAJOR— HOME ECONOMICS MINOR
Freshman Year

Art 131
Biology 131
English 111
* Social Science 101
Study of Foods 141
(formerly 241)
Physical Education

Hrs.
1
4
4
3

TOTAL

3
1

Hrs.
Art 132
1
Biology 132
4
English 112
4
Social Science 102
3
Clothing, Construc
tion and Selection
142 (formerly 242) 3
Physical Education
1

Hrs.
Art 133
1
Biology 133
4
English 113
4
Social Science 103
3
House Planning 143
(formerly 243)
3
Physical Education
1

16

16

16
Sophomore Year

History 201
Chemistry 211
English 231
Study of Foods 241
(formerly 341)
Physical Education
213
TOTAL

3
4
3
3
3

History 202
Chemistry 212
English 232
Clothing, Construc
tion, and Selection
(formerly 342)
Psychology 232

3
4
3
3
3

History 203
Chemistry 213
English 233
House Management
243 (formerly 343)
Psychology 233

3
4
3
3
3

16

16

16

3
5

Economics 252
3
Psychology 332
4
Education 381 & 382 6
Nutrition 322 or
Textiles 342
3

Economics 253
3
Bacteriology 354
3
Education 383
3
Physical Science 233 3
Chemistry Elective
5

16

17

Junior Year

Economics 251
Psychology 331
Interior Decoration
321 or Foods, Prepa
ration and Table
Service 341
Chemistry 441
TOTAL

3
5
16
Senior Year

Education 481
Education 431
Costume Design 323
or Household Equip
ment 343
Organic Chemistry
452
TOTAL

5
3
3
5

Education 482
Education 432
Family Health and
Home Care of the
Sick (442)
Organic Chemistry
453

16

5
3
3

Education 483
Education 433
Family Life and
Relationship 443
Chemistry 482

5
3
3
4

5
16

15

A major in Natural Sciences may be secured by substituting ten hours of
General Physics and five hours of Biology (Science 321 or 432) for Physical
Science 233 and certain of the advanced Chemistry courses.
Majors may be chosen in other fields also.
* History 101 or Geography 101.
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Summary of Requirements for a Major in Chemistry and a Minor in
Home Economics

Education and Psychology............................................................................................ 48

English

21

Social Studies---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 27
S
c
i
e
n
c
e
_________________
Health or Physical Education_____________________________________________
6
Total.........................................................................................................................156
Home Economics and Contributing Areas

Art............................................................................. ............................................... 3
Foods......................................................................................................................... 6 to 12
Clothing______________________________________________________________6 to 12
House and Family.____________ _______ _________ _________ _________ 6 to 18
Total______________________________________________________________
GRAND T O T A L _________________________________________________

36
192

Foods :
141. Elementary Foods.* Three hours credit. One class period and four
laboratory hours a week. This course gives an understanding of the principles
involved in food selection, food preparation, and in food buying.
241. Selection and Preparation of Foods.* Three hours credit. One class
period and four laboratory hours a week. Some consideration is given special
preparation, along with their composition and manufacture. Prerequisite 141.
341. Meal Planning and Table Service.* Three hours credit. One class
period and four hours laboratory a week. This course consists of the planning,
preparation and service of meals; emphasis is placed on simple home meals.
Meals for special occasions are also considered.

322. Nutrition. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods and one two-hour
laboratory a week. This course deals with principles of nutrition and the rela
tion of food selection to health. Some topics included are the requirements of
the body for energy, proteins, minerals, and vitamins.
Clothing :
142. Clothing Construction.** Three hours credit. One class period and
four hours laboratory a week. This course gives an appreciation of artistic and
appropriate dress. The use o f commercial patterns in the construction of simple
garments in the laboratory.

242. Clothing Construction and Selection.**
Three hours credit. One
class period and four hours laboratory a week. A continuation of Clothing 151.
More difficult textures are used in construction problems. Prerequisite 142.
342. Textiles.** Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. The
purpose of this course is to gain understanding of materials by studying the
fundamental weaves, fibers, methods of adulteration, finishes, and dyeing.
‘ Laboratory fee $3.
“ Laboratory fee $1.
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323. Costume Design. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods and one
two-hour laboratory a week. The principles of design are applied to costume
problems. Special emphasis is given through a development of judgment and
technique in the use of color and design and texture in costumes. Some con
struction work is done.
House and Family :
143. House Planning. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
The selection and arrangement of household furniture and furnishing from the
point of view o f service, convenience, beauty, and cost. (Formerly 243).
243. Household Management. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Problems included in this course are those that relate to household oper
ation. This course gives students fundamentals involved in the selection, oper
ation, care and efficiency of household equipment. (Formerly 343).
321. Interior Decoration. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
The selection and arrangement of household furniture and furnishing from the
point of view of service, convenience, beauty, and cost.
343. Household Equipment. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Problems included in this course are those that relate to household oper
ation. This course gives students fundamentals involved in the selection, oper
ation, care and efficiency of household equipment.
442. Family Health and Home Care of the Sick. T h r e e h o u r s cred it.
Three class periods a week. A study of the factors pertaining to the health of
the family and community; social and civic health regulations; demonstration
and practice in the home care of the sick.
443. Family Life and Relationships. Three hours credit. Three class pe
riods a week. This course helps to develop an understanding of factors that
play a part in successful family life. It tends to cultivate a social and scientific
interest in family relationships and deals with leisure time, standards of living,
expenditure of income, good citizenship, health and personality development.
461. School and Home Arts for the Elementary Teacher. Three hours credit.
Three class periods a week. Required of elementary teachers. Color harmony;
neatness in dress; attractiveness in room arrangement; arrangement of shrub
bery; knowledge of proportion; arrangement of furniture; woodwork; weaving.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.

ENGINEERING COURSES
241. Engineering Drawing. Three hours credit. Six class periods a week.
Required in pre-engineering. This course includes: use o f instruments, lettering,
geometric construction, orthographic projection, auxiliary and section views,
dimensioning, working drawings of machine parts and isometric projections.
242.

Descriptive Geometry. Three hours credit. Six class periods a week.
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Required in pre-engineering. Theory of projections, point line and plane;
shades and shadows, section and developments.
243. Engineering Drawing. Three hours credit. Six class periods a week.
Required in pre-engineering. Technical sketching; reading analysis of shop
drawings; machine parts, detail and assembly drawings; tracings, printings and
their reproduction methods; charts and graphs.
331. Slide Rule. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. R e
quired in pre-engineering. Prerequisite: mathematics 103. Instruction and
practice in the use of the Log-Log, D eci-Trig Slide Rule.
332. Engineering Graphics.
Three hours credit. Six class periods a
week. Required in pre-engineering. Prerequisite: engineering drawing 243.
Analysis of kinematic chains, cams, gears and acceleration of mechanisms of
machines; graphics of machines and structures; graphic efficiency of machines.

333. Applied Mechanics (Statics). Three hours credit. Three class peri
ods a week. Required in pre-engineering. Prerequisite: graphics 332 and math
ematics 312. Resolution and composition of forces; equilibrium of force systems;
friction; centroids; moments of inertia.

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

Professor Mason
Assistant Professors Curtiss, Duncan, Heim, Heim
Instructor Roberts
The Department of Music offers courses leading to the Bachelor of Arts,
and the Bachelor of Science degrees, with a major in Applied Music, Music
Theory, or Music Education.
Entrance Requirements: The regular entrance requirements apply to the
candidate for either the A. B. or B. S. degree, plus a special placement exami
nation in Applied Music and Music Theory given at the time o f matriculation
for the degree.
Those desiring to teach public school music in Alabama will have fulfilled
the requirements for a special professional certificate in music on both the
elementary and secondary levels, when they have completed the work leading
to the B. S. degree in Music Education.
A student may also minor in Music, and ample opportunity is offered to
elect work in all fields of Music, such as Applied Music, Music Theory, or
Music Education.
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B. S. in Music Education with a Major in Vocal Music*
Freshman Year

First Quarter
English 111
History 101
Biology 131
Music Theory 101
Applied Music 171.1
Band, Orchestra,
or Chorus**

Second Quarter
4
3
4
3
3

English 112
History 102
Biology 132
Music Theory 102
Applied Music 172.1

Third Quarter
4
3
4
3
3

English 113
4
History 103
3
Biology 133
4
Music Theory 103
3
Applied Music 173.1 3

17

17

0
17
Sophomore Year

First Quarter
History 201
Physical Education
Music Theory 201
Form, Analysis and
Composition 211
Applied Music 271.1
Applied Music 281.2
Elementary
Conducting 291
Orchestration 261

Second Quarter
3
1
3
2
3
1
3
1

History 202
Physical Education
Music Theory 202
Form, Analysis, and
Composition 212
Applied Music 272.6
Applied Music 282.2
Psychology 232
Orchestration 262

17

Third Quarter
3
1
3
2
3
1
3
1

History 203
Physical Education
Music Theory 203
Form, Analysis, and
Composition 213
Applied Music 273.1
Applied Music 282.2
Psychology 233
Orchestration 263

17

3
1
3
2
3
1
3
1
17

Junior Year

First Quarter
English***
Psychology 331
Education 371
Counterpoint 301
Applied Music 371.1
Applied Music 381.2

Second Quarter
3
5
3
2
3
1

17

English***
Psychology 332
Education 372
Counterpoint 302
Applied Music 372.2
Applied Music 381.1
Intermediate
Orchestration 361

Third Quarter
3
4
3
2
3
1
1

17

English***
Physical Education
381
Education 373
Counterpoint 303
Applied Music 373.2
Applied Music 383.1
Advanced
Orchestration 362

3
3
3
2
3
1
2
17
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Senior Year

Third Quarter

Second Quarter

First Quarter
English***
Education 431
Education 481
Applied Music 471.1
Applied Music 481.2
Music History and
Literature 411

2

English***
3
Education 432
3
Education 482
5
Applied Music 472.1 3
Applied Music 482.2 1
Music History and
Literature 412
2

17

17

3
3
5
3
1

Adv. Conducting 491
Art 403
Education 483
Applied Music 473.1
Applied Music 483.2
Music History and
Literature 413

3
3
5
3
1
2
17

* A Major in Piano would be the same as the curriculum above with the substitution
of Piano for Voice, in the field o f Applied Music.
** Band, Orchestra, Chorus, or some Ensemble Activity must be elected each quarter of
the four years to fulfill a partial requirement in the area o f Applied Music.
*** Any academic subject may be substituted fo r the academic minor, in which case,
English would be substituted for that area o f specialization in the Sophomore year.

B. S. IN MUSIC EDUCATION WITH A MAJOR IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Freshman

Second Quarter

First Quarter
English 111
4
History 101
3
Biology 131
4
Music Theory (1)
101
3
Applied Music 171.4 3

Third Quarter

English 112
History 102
Biology 132
Music Theory (2)
102
Applied Music 172.4

4
3
4
3
3

English 113
History 103
Biology 133
Music Theory (3)
103
Applied Music 173.4

17

17

4
3
4
3
3
17

Sophomore

Second Quarter

First Quarter
History 201
Physical Education
Music Theory (4)
201
Form, Analysis, and
Composition 211
Applied Music 271.1
Applied Music 281.2
Elem. Conducting
291
Orchestration (1 ) 261

3
1
3
2
3
1
3
1
17

Third Quarter

History 202
Physical Education
Music Theory (5)

3
1

202

3

Form, Analysis, and
Composition 212
Applied Music 272.5
Applied Music 282.2
Psychology 232
Orchestration (2) 262

2
3
1
3
1

17

History 203
Physical Education
Music Theory (6)
203
Form, Analysis, and
Composition 213
Applied Music 273.6
Applied Music 283.2
Psychology 233
Orchestration (3 ) 263

3
1
3
2
3
1
3
1

17
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JUNIOR

First Quarter
English
Psychology 331
Education 371
Counterpoint 301
Applied Music 371.0
(Area of Speciali
zation)
Applied Music 381.2

Second Quarter
3
5
3
2
3

1

English
Psychology 332
Education 372
Counterpoint 302
Applied Music 372.0
Applied Music 382.2
Int. Orchestration
361

17

Third Quarter
3
4
3
2
3
1
1

English
Physical Education
381
Education 373
Counterpoint 303
Applied Music 373.0
Applied Music 383.2
Adv. Orchestration
362

17

3
3
3
2
3
1
2
17

Senior

First Quarter

Second Quarter

Third Quarter

English
3
Education 431
3
Education 481
5
Applied Music 471.0 3
Applied Music 481.2 1
Music History and
Literature 411
2

English
3
Education 432
3
Education 482
5
Applied Music 472.0 3
Applied Music 482.2 1
Music History and
Literature 412
2

17

17

Art 403
Adv. Conducting 491
Education 483
Applied Music 473.0
Applied Music 483.2
Music History and
Literature 413

3
3
5
3
1
2
17
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SUMMARY FOR THE B. S. DEGREE WITH A MAJOR IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Second Tw o Years

First Two Years
Academic
English-------------12
Social Studies......................................... 18
Science.____________________________ 12
Psychology-------------------------------------------6
Physical Education_________________ 3

Academic
A rt___________________
3
English______________________________ 15
Psychology______________________ 9
Education.-----------30
Physical Education.________________
3
Total........................................

Total................ ............................. 51

60

Music

Music

Music Theory______________________ 30
(Harmony__________________ 18)
(Form______________________
6)
(Conducting.-........................... 3)
(Orchestration_____________
3)
Applied Music______________________ 21

Music Theory______________________ 18
(Counterpoint--------------------6)
(Orchestration______________ 3)
(Conducting------------------------ 3)
(Music History
(and Literature.____________ 6)
Applied Music-------------------------------- 24

Total____________

51

Total __________________________ 42

TOTAL SUMMARY OF FOUR YEARS
Academic
English....... .............. .................. 27
Social Studies---------------------------------Science......................................................
Physical Education------------------------Psychology__________________________
Education.__________________________

Art

18
12
6
15
30

3

T o ta l--------------------------------------- 111
Music
Music Theory______________________ 48
Applied Music----------- -----------45
Total................................................. 93
Grand T o ta l__________________204
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A. B. WITH A MAJOR IN APPLIED MUSIC AND MINOR IN MUSIC THEORY
AND AN ACADEMIC MINOR
Freshman

First Quarter
English 111
History or Geography
101
Fr. Language 101
Biology 131
Physical Education
Applied Music 181.0
or Music Activities
141
TOTAL

Second Quarter
4
3
3
4
1

1
16

English 112
History or Geography
102
Fr. Language 102
Biology 132
Physical Education
Applied Music 181.0
or Music Activities
141
TOTAL

Third Quarter
4
3
3
4
1

1
16

English 113
History or Geography
103
Fr. Language 103
Biology 133
Physical Education
Applied Music 181.0
or Music Activities
141
TOTAL

4
3
3
4
1

1
16

Sophomore

First Quarter
Mathematics 231
Academic M inor
Fr. Language 201
Physical Education
Applied Music 271.0
Music Theory 101
TOTAL

Second Quarter
3
3
3
1
3
3
16

Physical Science 232
Academic M inor
Fr. Language 202
Physical Education
Applied Music 272.0
Music Theory 102
TOTAL

Third Quarter
3
3
3
1
3
3
16

Physical Science 233
Academic Minor
Fr. Language 203
Physical Education
Applied Music 273.0
Music Theory 103
TOTAL

3
3
3
1
3
3
16

Junior

First Quarter
Social Studies
English
Academic M inor
Music Theory 201 or
291
Applied Music 371.0
Applied Music 381.0
TOTAL

Second Quarter
3
3
3
3
3
1
16

Social Studies
English
Academic M inor
Music Theory 202 or
292
Applied Music 372.0
Applied Music 382.0
TOTAL

Third Quarter
3
3
3
3
3
1
16

Social Studies
Elective
Academic Minor
Music Theory 203 or
293
Applied Music 373.0
Applied Music 383.0
TOTAL

3
3
3
3
3
1
16
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Senior

First Quarter
Academic Minor
Electives
Applied Music 471.0
Applied Music 481.0
Music Theory 301 or
411
TOTAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter
3
6
3
1
3
16

Academic M inor
Electives
Applied Music 472.0
Applied Music 482.0
Music Theory 302 or
412
TOTAL

3
6
3
1
3
16

Academic Minor
Electives
Applied Music 473.0
Applied Music 483.0
Music Theory 303 or
413
TOTAL

3
6
3
1
3
16

A. B. WITH A MAJOR IN THEORY AND MINOR IN APPLIED MUSIC AND
ACADEMIC MINOR
Freshman

First Quarter
English 111
History or Geography
101
Fr. Language 101
Biology 131
Physical Education
Applied Music (or
Music Activity)
TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter
4
3
3
4
1
1
16

English 112
History or Geography
102
Fr. Language 102
Biology 132
Physical Education
Applied Music (or
Music Activity)
TOTAL

4
3
3
4
1
1
16

English 113
History or Geography
103
Fr. Language 103
Biology 133
Physical Education
Applied Music (or
Music Activity)
TOTAL

4
3
3
4
1
1
16

Sophomore

First Quarter
Mathematics 231
Music Theory 101
Form 211
Applied Music
Academic Minor
Fr. Language 201
Physical Education
TO TAL

Third Quarter

Second Quarter
3
3
2
1
3
3
1
16

Physical Science 232
Music Theory 102
Form 212
Applied Music
Academic M inor
Fr. Language 202
Physical Education
TOTAL

3
3
2
1
3
3
1
16

Physical Science 233
Music Theory 103
Form 213
Applied Music
Academic M inor
Fr. Language 203
Physical Education
TOTAL

3
3
2
1
3
3
1
16
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JUNIOR

First Quarter
Social Science
English
Academic M inor
Theory 201
Applied Music
Orchestration 261
TOTAL

Second Quarter
3
3
3
3
3
1
16

Third Quarter

Social Science
English
Academic M inor
Theory 202
Applied Music
Orchestration 262

3
3
3
3
3
1

TOTAL

16

Social Science
Elective
Academic Minor
Theory 203
Applied Music
Orchestration 263

3
3
3
3
3
1

TOTAL

16

Senior

First Quarter
Academic M inor
Elective
Applied Music
Applied Music
Counterpoint 301
Music History and
Literature 411
Intermediate
Orchestration 361
TOTAL

Second Quarter
3
4
3
1
2
2
1
16

Third Quarter

Academic Minor
Elective
Applied Music
Applied Music
Counterpoint 302
Music History and
Literature 412
intermediate
Orchestration 362

3
3
3
1
2
2

Art 403
Elective
Applied Music
Applied Music
Counterpoint 303
Music History and
Literature 413

3
5
3
1
2
2

2

TOTAL

16

TOTAL

16

SUMMARY
A. B. with a Major in Applied Music and Minor in Music Theory and an
Academic Minor

First Two Years
Academic
English
Social Studies
Foreign Language
Science
Physical Education
Electives
Academic M inor
Total

Second Two Years
Academic
12
9
18
18
6
3
9
75

Music

Art
English
Social Studies
Electives
Academic M inor
17

Total

3
6
9
21
15
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Music

Total Summary of
Four Years
English
Social Studies
Foreign Language
Science
Physical Education
Electives
Academic Minor
Total

18
18
18
18
6
24
27

129

Music

Applied Music
Music Theory

12
9

Applied Music
Music Theory

24
18

Applied Music
Music Theory

36
27

Total
Grand Total

21
96

Total
Grand Total

42
96

Total
Grand Total

63
192
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SUMMARY

A. B. with a Major in Music Theory — Minor in Applied Music and One
Academic Field

First Two Years
Academic
English
12
Social Studies
9
Foreign Language
18
Science
18
Physical Education
6
Electives
3
Academic Minor
9
Total

75

Second Tw o Years
Academic
Art
3
English
6
Social Studies
9
Electives
15
Academic M inor
15

Total

48

Total Summary of
Four Years
English
Social Studies
Foreign Language
Science
Physical Education
Electives
Academic M inor
Total

18
18
18
18
6
18
27

123

Music
Applied Music
Music Theory

6
15

Music
Applied Music
Music Theory

21
27

Music
Applied Music
Music Theory

27
42

Total
Grand Total

21
96

Total
Grand Total

48
96

Total
Grand Total

69
192

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES REQUIRED OF MUSIC MAJORS

Applied Music:
Applied music for all curricula for the B.S. degree will be based on a
composite major, to give a wide background in all areas of applied music.
The following distribution is recommended:
For Vocal Majors

For Instrumental Majors
Instrument, areaof specialization... 18

Voice, area of specialization........... 21
Class Instruments________________
9
Piano._____________________________ 15
Total............................................. 45

Voice________________________

3

Piano......................................................
Class Instruments_________________
Strings...................................................

9
6
9

Total_______

45

For Piano Majors
Piano, or organ, area of specializa
tion..................................................... 21

Voice________________________ 15
Class Instruments________________

9

Total....... ...................................... 45
The major professor reserves the right to advise individual students in
Applied music, to suit individual needs.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Applied Music Courses are numbered as follows:
Freshman

Music 171.0, 172.0, 173.0 — 3 hours credit per quarter
Sophom ore

Music 271.0,
Music 281.0,

272.0,
282.0,

273.0 — 3hourscredit
28 3 .0 — 1hourcredit

per quarter
per quarter

372.0,
382.0,

3 7 3 .0 — 3hourscredit
38 3 .0 — 1hourcredit

per quarter
per quarter

472.0,
482.0,

473.0 — 3hourscredit
48 3 .0 — 1hourcredit

per quarter
perquarter

Junior

Music 371.0,
Music 381.0,
Senior

Music 471.0,
Music 481.0,

(Explanation of the numbering system for Applied Music Courses.)
1. The first digit indicates the year in which the course is to be taken.
2. The second digit indicates the area of credit— one-hour, or three-hour
courses.
3. The third digit indicates the quarter in which the course is to be taken.
4. The digit after the decimal point indicates the area of specialization, as
follows:
.1 — Voice
.2 — Piano, or Harp
.3 -— Organ
.4 — Strings
.5 — Woodwinds
.6 — Brass
.7 — Percussion
The student should acquire the ability to have a mature performing
musical experience for the benefit of himself, his future pupils, and his com
munity. This ability will also permit him to work independently in his own
particular field of performance.
Courses in Applied Music include private instruction in that area of spe
cialization best adapted to the individual, together with class lessons and music
activities in all phases of vocal and instrumental music for practical experience
and musical growth.
Applied Music courses numbered 171 through 473 carry three hours
credit per quarter— two thirty-minute lessons per week plus ten hours of out
side preparation, and a final examination, or the equivalent in the form of a
recital.
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Applied Music courses numbered 281 through 483 carry one hour credit
per quarter— one thirty-minute lesson per week plus five hours of outside
preparation.
A student may not elect two three-hour courses in Applied Music in any
one quarter, because of the demand on his time spent in outside preparation.
It is further understood that all students that elect any courses in Applied
Music are required to participate in some ensemble activity of the department
as a partial requirement for credit in Applied Music.
Any of the above mentioned courses in Applied Music may be used as
electives in any other curricula, or the student may minor in the field of
Applied Music.

FEES
There is a laboratory fee for all Applied Music courses as follows:
$15.00 per quarter for music majors
Music 171 through 473
$30.00 per quarter for non-music majors
Music 281 through 483

$ 7.50 per quarter for music majors
$15.00 per quarter for non-music majors

When any course in Applied
Music is taken in a class, and is
not private instruction, the fee
is:
$2.50 per quarter for music majors and
non-music majors.
There is no laboratory fee for music activity courses, i.e., band, chorus,
orchestra, and ensemble.
Applied Music*
Music 171.0** 172.0, 173.0
271.0,
272.0, 273.0
371.0,
372.0, 373.0
471.0,
472.0, 473.0

Each applied music class 171 through 473
carries 3 hours credit. The fee is $15 per
quarter for music majors; $30 per quarter
for non-music majors. For courses marked
“ class instruction” the fee is $2.50 per
quarter for music majors and non-music
majors.

Music 281.0,
381.0,
481.0,

Each applied music class 281 through 483
carries 1 hour credit. The fee is $7.50 per
quarter for music majors and $15 per
quarter for non-music majors.

282.0, 283.0
382.0, 383.0
482.0, 483.0

* Applied Music is private or class instruction in voice, piano, organ, or instruments.
* * The digit after the decimal point for 171 and 281 courses denotes the area of special
ization or field in which the applied music was taken.
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.1 voice
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7

piano or harp
organ
strings
woodwinds
brass
percussion

Example: 171.2 means first quarter fresh
man year, applied music, three hours
credit, and the credit is in piano.
281.1 means first quarter sophomore year,
applied music, one hour credit, and the
credit is in voice.

Courses in Music Theory are listed as follows:

Freshman
Music Theory
Sophomore
Music Theory
Form, Analysis, and
Composition
Elementary Orchestration
Elementary Conducting

101,

102, 103

3 hours credit per quarter

201,

202, 203

3 hours credit per quarter

211,
261,
291

212, 213
262, 263

2 hours credit per quarter
1 hour credit per quarter
3 hours credit per quarter

302, 303

2 hours credit per quarter
1 hour credit per quarter
2 hours credit per quarter

412, 413

2 hours credit per quarter
3 hours credit per quarter

Junior
Counterpoint
301,
Intermediate Orchestration 361
Advanced Orchestration
362
Senior
Music History and Literature 411,
Advanced Conducting
491

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN MUSIC THEORY
101, 102, 103. Music Theory. Three class periods a week, 3 hours credit

per quarter. This is a composite course that correlates the principles in Ele
mentary Theory, and Elementary Harmony, and includes scales, intervals,
triads, seventh chords, inversions, embellishments, and modulation. Oral and
written work covers experience in music theory, sight-singing, dictation, har
monization, and keyboard.
201, 202, 203. Music Theory. Three class periods a week, 3 hours credit

per quarter. This is a continuation of 101, 102, 103 and includes further ex
perience in modulation, augmented, diminished and altered chords, harmoniza
tion of more difficult melodies, and original work.
211, 212, 213. Form, Analysis, and Composition. Tw o class periods a week,
2 hours credit per quarter. A careful analysis of vocal and instrumental forms
correlated with original composition.
261. 262, 263. Elementary Orchestration.

Tw o class periods a week, 1
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hour credit per quarter. Arranging music for voices and instruments. A study
of the range limitation of the voice, and instruments, characteristic problems,
transposition, etc. Experience in orchestration as arranging simple folk songs,
and small vocal and instrumental forms.
361. Intermediate Orchestration. Tw o class periods a week, 1 hour credit.

A continuation of 263.
362. Advanced Orchestration. Tw o class periods a week, 2 hours credit.
Special reference given to the needs and limitations of school organizations, and
experience in conducting their arrangements in connection with their practice
teaching, or with college ensemble.

301, 302, 303. Counterpoint. Tw o class periods a week, 2 hours credit per
quarter. A strict presentation of the five species in two, three, and four parts,
with exercise in major and minor, florid style, inventions, exercises from a
given cantus, creative work, and frugal analysis.
411, 412, 413. Music History and Literature.
Tw o class periods a week,
2 hours credit per quarter. A survey course correlating the development of
musical literature with the historical development of world culture.
291. Elementary Conducting. Three class periods a week, 3 hours credit.
Experience in the routine and technique of choral and instrumental conduct
ing, and the interpretation of simple scores.
491. Advanced Conducting. Three class periods a week, 3 hours credit. A
continuation of 291, with experience in conducting actual choral and instru
mental organizations. Special emphasis on rehearsal technique with reference
to school organizations and program planning and building.
Courses in Music Education and Practice Teaching are listed under the D e
partment of Education. (Education 381, 382, 383, and 481, 482, 483.)

REQUIRED MUSIC
Music 131. The Arts In Individual Development— Introduction to Music.

This course is designed to give a background in Music and Music Appreciation
through listening and singing. Tw o class periods a week. One hour credit. R e
quired of freshmen in Elementary Education.
Music 132.

The Arts In Individual Development— The Architecture of Music

Through listening, reading and participation, the materials of the pre
ceding course are expanded with reference to Musical Form and Design as
related to the Fine Arts. Tw o class periods a week. One hour credit. R e
quired of freshmen in Elementary Education.
Music 133. The Arts In Individual Development— A Survey of Musical
Literature. A survey of musical literature correlated with the development of

world culture and the Fine Arts. Tw o class periods a week. One hour credit.
Required of freshmen in Elementary Education.
Music 231. The Arts In Contemporary Society— A Survey of American
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The development and growth of American Music in relation to Ameri
can culture from Colonial times to the present. T w o class periods a week. One
hour credit. Required of sophomores.

Music.

Music 232. The Arts In Contemporary Society— Contemporary American
Music. A survey of present day American Composition and Performance. A

continuation of 231. Required of sophomores in Elementary Education.
Music 233. The Arts In Contemporary Society— Contemporary Music and
Musicians.
A study of the contributions to the world of music by present day

composers and musicians. A continuation of 232. T w o class periods a week.
One hour credit. Required of sophomores in Elementary Education.
Music 461. Music For The Elementary Teacher. A survey of the materials
and observation of the procedures related to the well-rounded music program
including listening, singing, rhythmic activities, pre-band instruments, and
creative music experience. Three class periods a week. Three hours credit.
Required of seniors in Elementary Education.
Music 402. History of Music. A survey of the development of music from
its beginning to the present. Opportunity is given to hear recorded examples
and other supplementary materials. Three class periods a week. Three hours
credit. Elective for seniors.
Music 141.
241,
341.
441.

142.
242.
342.
442.

Music 151B,
251B,
351B.
451B.

Music 151-0,
251-0.
351-0,
451-0.

143.
243.
343.
443.

152B.
252B,
352B.
452B.

Chorus. Participation in the College Chorus gives the
student an opportunity to become acquainted with stand
ard choral literature, and offers opportunity for expres
sion in public performance. Tw o class periods a week.
One hour credit per quarter. Chorus may be used as an
elective in any curriculum except in the case of the Music
Major, who must elect some ensemble activity as a par
tial requirement in Applied Music.

153B.
253B,
353B.
453B.

152-0.
252-0.
352-0.
452-0.

Band. Playing in the College Band gives the stu
dent an opportunity to become acquainted with
standard band literature, and offers experience in
both the concert and marching band. Two class
periods a week. One hour credit per quarter. Band
may be used as elective in any curriculum except in
the case of the Music M ajor, who must elect some
ensemble activity as a partial requirement in Applied
Music.

153-0,
253-0.
353-0.
453-0.

Orchestra. Playing in the College Orchestra
gives the student an opportunity to become ac
quainted with standard and symphonic orchestral
literature., and offers opportunity for expression
in public performance. Tw o class periods a week.
One hour credit per quarter. Orchestra may be
used as an elective in any curriculum except in
the case of the Music M ajor, who must elect
some ensemble activity as a partial requirement
in Applied Music.
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DIVISION OF LANGUAGES
Professors:
W. J. Calvert, Jr., Chairman of the Division, James H. Jones, Frank M c
Lean, H. B. Mock.
Associate Professors:
Maude Luttrell
Assistant Professors:
Alfred Smoake
Instructors:
Lawrence Miles, Julia Roebuck
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Professors Calvert, M cLean, Mock.
Associate Professor Luttrell.
Assistant Professor Smoake.
Instructors Miles, Roebuck.
ENGLISH REQUISITES

The following courses are required of all English majors:
English 111, 112, 113. Freshman English.
English 231, 232. National Literature, and English 233, Southern Lit. or
Enalisn 311. 312. 313. English Literature.
English 441. The English Language.
Successful completion of either English 231, 232, and 233, or English 311,
312, and 313 will be a prerequisite for all advanced English courses.
111, 112, 113. Written and Oral English : Freshman English. Four hours
credit. Five class periods a week. Prerequisite to all other courses in English.
The course teaches functionally the ability to speak and write English correctly
and effectively: (1 ) written English, through constant writing; and (2 ) oral
English, through oral readings, directed class discussion, and speeches before
class. Parallel with this there is a constant analytical review of the fundamentals
of grammar, spelling, and punctuation, and enlargement of the vocabulary
through study and exercise. The course carries a credit in each quarter for three
hours of written English and one hour of oral English.
231, 232. National Literature. Three hours credit each quarter. Three
class periods a week. The course leads toward the understanding of American
literature, both in its backgrounds and in the expression of its spirit through
its greatest and most representative writers., Cooper, Irving, Emerson, Thoreau,
Whitman, Mark Twain, and others. T o avoid overlapping, consideration of the
South is postponed until English 233. Emphasis is placed on the influence of
New England, the Middle States, and the frontier as contributing to the syn
thesis that we know as American culture.
233.

Southern Literature.

Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
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After a thorough investigation of Southern backgrounds, in history, geography,
economics, and the nature of the people, studies are made of the leading
writers, m odem and earlier, o f this section, both as to its influence upon them,
and to their expression of its characteristics and spirit. Reading is wide, reports
are frequent, and emphasis is placed on the individual student’s approach to
authors. The purpose of the course is toward an understanding of the relation
of a culture and its roots in people to the literature that it produces. Classes
are in the nature of conferences in which standards are approached through
discussion.
301. Romantic Poetry. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for juniors. The purposes of this course are to offer extensive reading
in the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats, and to study
intensively the major poems of these writers.
302. Victorian Poetry. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for juniors. The purposes of this course are to offer extensive reading
in the poetry of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Rosetti, Morris, and Swinburne,
and to study intensively selected major poems by these writers.
303. Contemporary Poetry. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Elective for juniors. The purposes of this course are: to offer extensive
reading in the poetry of leading modern poets beginning with Thomas Hardy;
to acquaint the student with the aliveness of modern poetry, its outlook upon
life in the modern world, its innovations in subject matter and form, and its
relations to the literary traditions of the past; and to offer a comparative study
of selected modern English and American poets.
311, 312. 313. Survey of English Literature. Continuous throughout the
year. Three hours credit each quarter. Three class periods a week. Elective for
all sophomores and juniors. The purpose of this course is to present the develop
ment of English literature as an expression of English culture from Beowulf to
the present day.

331. 332. 333. World Literature. Three hours credit. Three class periods
a week. Elective for upper classmen and for sophomores with a B average.
This course is a survey of world literature, beginning with the classical works of
Greece and Rome and extending through the literature of medievalism, of the
Renaissance, the romantic and other periods, to the literature of more recent
times. Wide outside reading parallels the work done in class.
341. Advanced Composition. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. This course offers opportunity for the study and practice of writing, par
ticularly newspaper writing, and assignments are made with the object of pub
lication in the college paper. Continuous attention is given to sentence structure,
punctuation, usage, and organization of material.
342. Contemporary Essays. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. This course is devoted to reading and analyzing the prose of recent and
contemporary writers of distinction. Through a varied selection of essays,
articles, and discussions by competent authorities, the student is introduced to
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facts and ideas of present-day significance. Skill in reading and respect for ac
curacy and sound judgment are emphasized.
343. Bible as Literature. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the students with the historical back
ground out of which the Bible grew, with the sublime and imperishable beauty
of its language, and with its other rare literary qualities.
361. Literature for the Elementary Teacher. Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Required of elementary teachers. The purposes of this
course are to familiarize the student with a wide variety of literature suitable
for children; to afford practice in the reading o f poetry and prose, in choric
reading, and in creative drama; to establish some bases for the selection o f lit
erature for children; and to develop in the student an appreciation of the
value and importance of literature in the training of children. Not open to
those who have had 203 Children’s Literature.
372. English Drama. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for all seniors. This is a study of the history of the drama to Shakes
peare, with the reading of representative medieval and Elizabethan plays and
several of Shakespeare’s comedies.
373. Contemporary Drama. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
The work of this course consists of fairly wide reading and study of recent con
temporary drama, beginning with Ibsen. Continental, English, and American
plays of modern social, moral, and psychological interest are chosen. Some
attention is given to the aims and technique of the new drama as compared
with the old. Supplementary reading is required.
402. Milton. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Elective
for juniors and seniors. Selections from both the poetry and prose are read and
studied. The facts of M ilton’s life and background are related to his work, and
special attention is given to sections of Paradise Lost as examples o f the epic
style and to the prose as expressions of liberal ideals.
403. Shakespeare. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Elec
tive for all seniors. This course consists of an intensive study of several of
Shakespeare’s tragedies and the reading of significant modern drama.
441. The English Language. Three periods a week. Three hours credit.
Required of English majors. In this course the English language is considered
as an organism and an instrument. As an organism, it will be studied from its
roots in Anglo-Saxon, French, and Latin, through its long development to its
present state. Throughout the course emphasis will be placed on semantics, or
the changing meanings and implications of words. The effort of the course is
to bring out the underlying currents of grammatical and fictional usage and
necessity that govern the language.
442. Speech Principles and Problems. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Elective for seniors. The purpose of this course is to teach the
student the use of correct, appropriate, and effective English, anticipating, as
far as possible, his needs after graduation. Emphasis will be placed on conver
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sational English; on introductions and after-dinner speeches; on presentation
and discussion of a subject before a group; on the organization of formal
speeches. Above all, emphasis will be placed upon correctness and proper articu
lation of the language used.
443. Play Production. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for seniors. The purpose of this course is to prepare students to pro
duce plays in school and community organizations. The content of the course
is as follow s: organization and duties of the producing staff; costuming and
make-up; theory of scenery construction; use of color on stage; lighting equip
ment; choosing plays and casts; rehearsing. Whenever possible, practical work
in public presentations will be afforded.
451. Victorian Prose. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Elective for seniors. The course, through a study o f the great prose masters of
the Victorian period, Carlyle, Macaulay, Newman, Huxley, Ruskin, Arnold, and
others, attacks those problems in religion, morals, individual and social aims
and adjustments, and literary standards and interpretations that are significantly
related to our immediate modern world.
452. Literary Forms and Principles.
Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Elective for seniors. The purpose of this course is to assist the
student in developing taste and discrimination in his reading, through a study
of the most important literary forms and a critical examination of representative
masterpieces.
453. The Novel. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. The aim
of the course is to introduce to the students the best work in the novel in the
English language, to awaken in each student a desire for the best in fiction, and
to furnish him with standards for selecting his reading in that field. With this
in view, emphasis is placed on the best fiction, both English and American, and
enough historical background is covered to give the setting and offer an under
standing of each novel studied.

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Professor Jones
FRENCH

Three class periods a week. Nine hours
credit. Beginning French grammar; translation of French into English and of
English into French; pronunciation; simple conversation. 101 required for 102;
102 required for 103.
101, 102, 103.

Beginner's French.

201, 202, 203. Intermediate French. Prerequisite, course 103 or two years
of high school French. Three class periods a week. Nine hours credit. Grammar
review; composition; selected reading; conversation. (Those minoring or major
ing in French should apply for admission to SPECIAL FRENCH PROGRAM.
See announcement of SPECIAL FRENCH P R O G R A M below.)
311, 312, 313.

Advanced French.

Prerequisite, course 203 or its equiva
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lent. Three class periods a week. Nine hours credit. First quarter (3 1 1 ), study
and use of phonetic symbols; study of geography and history of France. Second
and third quarters (312 and 3 1 3 ), survey of French literature. (Those minoring
or majoring in French should apply for admission to SPECIAL FRENCH
PROGRAM. See announcement of SPECIAL FRENCH P R O G R A M below.)
441, 442, 443. Advanced Grammar and Literature. Prerequisite, c o u r s e
313. Three class periods a week. Nine hours credit. First quarter (4 4 1 ), ad
vanced grammar; review o f phonetic symbols; oral reading; composition. Sec
ond quarter (4 4 2 ), The Modern Novel. Third quarter (4 4 3 ), Comedies of
Moliere; French poetry. (Those majoring in French should apply for admission
to SPECIAL FRENCH P R O G R A M . See announcement of SPECIAL FRENCH
PROGRAM below.)
Minor and Major Requirements

Courses 101, 102, and 103 (or their equivalent) through course 313, listed
above, are required o f students minoring in French. Courses 101, 102, and 103
(or their equivalent) through course 443, listed above, are required of students
majoring in French.
French majors, upon completing their required work in French, may apply
for admission to other courses (451 through 463 listed below ). Such courses
will be offered if the demand justifies.
Other French Courses
451.

Early French Thinkers. Prerequisite, course 443. Three class periods

a week. Three hours credit. Introduction to Rabelais and Montaigne with atten
tion given to each author and his time.
452. Later French Thinkers. Prerequisite, course 443. Three class periods
a week. Three hours credit. Introduction to Descartes and Pascal with attention
given to each author and his time.
453. Modern French Thinkers. Prerequisite, course 443. Three class pe
riods a week. Three hours credit. Introduction to Voltaire and Rousseau with
attention given to each author and his time.

461. French Poetry.
Prerequisite, course 443. Three class periods a
week. Three hours credit. Selections from Ronsard, Malherbe, Boileau, La Fon
taine, Lamartine, Vigny, Musset, and Verlaine. Attention given to each author
and his time.
462. French Moralists.
Prerequisite, course 443. Three class periods a
week. Three hours credit. Study of Calvin, Bossuet, Rochefoucauld., and M on
tesquieu.
463. French Drama. Prerequisite, course 443. Three class periods a week.
Three hours credit. Plays selected from Corneille and Racine and certain mod
ern plays.
Special French Program

Native French students have been engaged to teach those students who are
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interested in learning to speak the language. Only those who have satisfactorily
completed one year’s work in French will be admitted to these courses. Each
class is limited in number to three or four and meets five hours a week. Board
ing students, who take these courses, are required to have lunch and dinner
five school days a week in the French H om e; commuters and others who do
not live on the campus are required to have at least one meal a day. Only
French is spoken in class and in the French Home at meals. A fee of $36.00
is charged for the nine months school year which includes the fall, winter, and
spring terms.
SPANISH

141, 142, 143. Beginner's Spanish. Three class periods a week. Nine
hours credit. Beginning Spanish grammar; translation of Spanish into English
and of English into Spanish; pronunciation; simple conversation. 141 required
for 142; 142 required for 143.
241, 242, 243. Intermediate Spanish. Prerequisite, course 143 or two
years of high school Spanish. Three class periods a week. Nine hours credit.
Grammar review; composition; selected reading; conversation.

DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Professors:
Paul J. Arnold, Chairman of the Division.
Associate Professors:
Newbern Bush, Charles Gary, Leonard Winier.
Assistant Professors:
Lucile Branscomb, Miriam Fisher, Coleen Fowler, Lawrence Hicks, Geor
gia C. Victor.
Instructors:
Mildred Bailey Johnson.
Requirements for a major in Biology: 36 hours of biology including 131,
132, 133, 321, plus 19 hours of advanced Biology courses. 241, 242, and 251,
252 may be substituted for 131, 132, 133.
Requirements for a minor in Biology: 27 hours o f biology including 131,
132, 133, 321 or 432, plus 10 hours of advanced biology courses. 241, 242 and
251, 252 may be substituted for 131, 132, 133.
Requirements for a major in Chemistry: 36 hours of chemistry including
211, 212, 213, 441, 451, 452, plus 9 hours of advanced chemistry courses.
Requirements for a minor in Chemistry: 27 hours o f chemistry including
211, 212, 213, 441, 451, plus 5 hours of advanced chemistry courses.
Requirements for a major in Natural Sciences: 54 to 62 hours in science
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including 131, 132, 133, 321 or 432, and 5 hours of advanced courses in
biology: 211, 212, 213, 441 and 5 hours advanced courses in chemistry: 341,
342, 343 or 341n and 342n in physics. 241, 242, and 251, 252 may be substi
tuted for 131, 132, 133.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

Professor Arnold.
Associate Professor Winier.
Assistant Professors Fisher, Fowler.
131, 132, 133. General Biology. Twelve hours credit. Tw o class periods
and two laboratory periods a week. Three quarters. The physiological processes
such as food synthesis, digestion, respiration, circulation, excretion, movement,
irritability, and reproduction are studied, particularly as they relate to the
human body. The course also includes a survey of the plant and animal king
doms. Laboratory fee: $2.00 per quarter.
241, 242. General Zoology. Ten hours credit. Three class periods and
two laboratory periods a week. Tw o quarters. An elementary study o f the anat
omy, physiology, ecology, taxonomy, and economic importance of representative
animals in the more generally known phyla. (Given in alternate years with
General Botany. Offered in 1948-49.) Laboratory fee: $3.00 per quarter.
251, 252. General Botany. Ten hours credit. Three class periods and two
laboratory periods a week. T w o quarters. A study of the morphology, physiol
ogy, ecology, taxonomy, and economic importance of representative plants.
(Given in alternate years with General Zoology. Offered in 1947-48.) Labora
tory fee: $3.00 per quarter.
301. Field Zoology. Three hours credit. One class period and two lab
oratory periods a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: General Biology or General
Zoology. A biological study of the common animal life of Alabama. The labora
tory work includes field trips to typical animal habitats for the purpose of col
lecting and identifying animals and noting ecological conditions. Laboratory
fee: $2.00 per quarter.
302. Field Botany. Three hours credit. One class period and two labora
tory periods a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: General Biology or General
Botany. A biological study of the common plant life of Alabama. The labora
tory work includes field trips to typical plant habitats for the purpose of col
lecting and identifying plants, and noting ecological conditions. Laboratory
fee: $2.00 per quarter.
303. Wildlife Conservation. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week and field trips. A study of the distribution, habits, and conservation of the
wild life of America with particular emphasis on Alabama.
321. Human Anatomy and Physiology.
Five hours credit. Four class
periods and one laboratory period a week. One quarter. A study of the struc
ture, function, and hygiene of the human body. Laboratory fee: $2.00.
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322. Genetics. Five hours credit. Tw o class periods and three laboratory
periods a week. One quarter. A survey of important facts, laws, and theories of
heredity and variation. The laboratory introduces the student to some of the
methods used in the study of genetics. Laboratory fee: $5.00.
323. Bacteriology. Five hours credit. Tw o class periods and three lab
oratory periods a week. One quarter. This course is a survey of general bac
teriology, including methods of culture and identification of some of the most
common types of micro-organisms. Prerequisite: General Biology or General
Botany. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter.
331. Geology. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week with oc
casional field trips. A lecture and field course in the general phenomena of
structural and dynamic geology. Laboratory fee: $3.00 per quarter.
332. Ecology. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods and one laboratory
period a week. Also field trips. A survey of the association and distribution of
plants and animals in relation to the major environmental factors. Laboratory
fee: $3.00 per quarter.
333. Plant Physiology. Three hours credit. Tw o lecture periods and one
laboratory period a week. Presentation of facts and theories concerning the life
processes of plants. Laboratory fee: $3.00 per quarter.
431-432. Vertebrate Anatomy. Ten hours credit. Three class periods and
two laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: general zoology or equivalent. Two
quarters. The first quarter consists of a study of the cold-blooded vertebrates.
Laboratory study will center around the dogfish and the turtle. The second
quarter is devoted to the study of warm-blooded animals with special emphasis
on the mammals. Laboratory will be an intensive study of the cat or other con
venient mammal. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter.
433. Embryology.
Five hours credit. Tw o class periods and three labora
tory periods a week. One quarter. The principles of vertebrate embryology.
Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter.
472. Histology. Five hours credit. Three class periods and two laboratory
periods a week. Prerequisite: general biology or equivalent. A consideration of
the origin, recognition and functions of the fundamental and special tissues of
the vertebrates. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter.
473. Cytology. Five hours credit. Three class periods and two laboratory
periods a week. A detailed study of the cytological theories, structures and func
tions. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Associate Professor Gary.
Assistant Professor Fowler.
211. 212, 213. General Chemistry. Twelve hours credit. Three class pe
riods and one laboratory period a week. Three quarters. This course gives the
student an elementary knowledge of the composition of common substances and
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a knowledge of the fundamental laws of chemistry. Laboratory fee: $4.00 per
quarter and breakage.
441. Qualitative Analysis. Five hours credit. Three class periods and
six hours of laboratory work a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: Chemistry 211,
212, 213. In this course the chemistry of metallic elements is studied in con
nection with methods of separating and detecting the elements present in simple
ores, alloys and various industrial products. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter
and breakage.
442. Quantitative Analysis. Five hours credit. Tw o class periods and six
hours of laboratory work a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: Chemistry 211,
212, 213. The fundamental principles of gravimetric and volumetric analysis
are discussed and their relationship to laboratory procedure is emphasized.
Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and breakage.
443. Advanced Quantitative Analysis.
Five hours credit. Tw o class pe
riods and six hours of laboratory work a week. One quarter. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 442. A more advanced course than 442, designed to give the student
additional analytical experience in the analysis o f ores, alloys and commercial
products. The nature of the work is varied somewhat to meet the needs of the
individual. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and breakage.
451, 452, 453. Organic Chemistry. Fifteen hours credit. Three class pe
riods and four hours of laboratory work a week. Three quarters. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 211, 212, 213. 451, 452 include a study of the principles of Organic
Chemistry including synthesis of common compounds, emphasizing those com
pounds which relate to food, fuels, and other everyday uses. 453 is a course
in organic preparation. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and breakage.
481. Bio-Chemistry. Four hours credit. Tw o class periods and two lab
oratory periods a week. The various food principles and metabolic processes are
studied as they relate to the changes that take place within the body. Pre
requisite: General Chemistry. Laboratory fee: $4.00 per quarter.
482. Physical Chemistry. Five hours credit. Three lecture periods and
two laboratory periods a week. This course is primarily for pre-medical students
and embraces a study of the nature of gases, liquids, solids, and solutions, and
the more important theories and laws governing their behavior. Laboratory fee:
$5.00 per quarter and breakage.

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SCIENCE

Professor Arnold.
Associate Professors Gary, Winier.
Assistant Professors Branscomb, Fowler.
151, 152, 153-A, B. Elementary Aeronautics. Twelve hours credit. Tw o
class periods and one laboratory period a week. Four quarters. A general ground
and flight course covering the basic principles of theory of flight, structure of
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aircraft, engines, instruments, navigation., meteorology, communications, civil
air regulations, instruction in the Link trainer, and flight instruction consisting
of approximately 35 hours (18 hours dual and 17 hours solo), the minimum
required to pass the CA A Private Pilot’s flight test for private license. Flight
charges will be made for actual flying time only, at a rate of $10 per hour for
dual instruction and $7 per hour solo. (Special rates for payment in advance.)
Ground fee $17.50. Maximum flight instruction, 20 hours solo and 25 hours
dual.
Students desiring ground work without actual flight instruction will do
their laboratory work in ground laboratory, consisting of theory and practice
in developing skill in Morse Code, radio, aerodynamics, navigation, engines,
structure, and instruments. College credit will be given as an elective under any
course of study in which the student is enrolled.
232. Physical Science. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods and one
laboratory period a week. One quarter. A brief survey course in astronomy and
chemistry for non-science majors. Students who have had general chemistry
will not be given credit for this course. Laboratory fee: $2.00 per quarter.
233. Physical Science. Three hours credit. Tw o class periods and one
laboratory period a week. One quarter. A brief survey course in physics for
non-science majors. Students who have had general physics will not be given
credit for this course. Laboratory fee: $3.00 per quarter.
351, 352, 353. General Science. Nine hours credit. Tw o lecture periods
and one laboratory period or field trip and conferences per week. Three quar
ters. A survey course in the natural sciences. Laboratory fee: $1.00 per quarter.
361, 362, Science for the Elementary Teacher.
Five hours credit. Five
class periods a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: General Biology and both
courses of Physical Science or equivalents. Required of all elementary education
majors. A study of the topics from the field of science which are included in the
elementary school program. Emphasis is placed upon materials, demonstrations,
and organization of subject matter for the various levels.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Associate Professor Bush.
Assistant Professor Hicks.
Assistant Professor Victor.
Instructor Bailey.
Candidates for the B. S. degree in Secondary Education may major in
mathematics provided a second major is chosen in another department. Appli
cants for any degrees may minor in mathematics. A major includes 102 or 143
and 101, 103, 202, 203, 311, 312, 313, and either 411 or 412, a minimum of
forty hours. A minor includes all the above courses except 313, 411. and 412.
100. Algebra and Elementary College Mathematics. Three hours credit.
Five periods a week. One quarter. This course is designed for those students
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who wish to take mathematics but are not prepared for mathematics 101.
101. College Algebra. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week. One
quarter. Prerequisite: Plane Geometry and high school algebra. The purpose
of this course is to develop those skills of computation and interpretation that
are necessary for one year of college mathematics.
102. College Algebra. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week. One
quarter. Required of basic engineering students and open to mathematics majors
and minors. Prerequisite: Plane Geometry and 1 1/2 years of high school algebra
and permission from the instructor. The purpose of this course is to develop
those skills in algebra necessary in pursuing mathematics beyond the freshman
year. Those who are not qualified to enter this course can meet its requirements
by completing Mathematics 101 and 143.
103. Plane Trigonometry. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 101 or 102. The purpose of this course is to give to
the student in brief form a general working knowledge of trigonometry that is
thought to be needed by the average educated man.
143. College Algebra. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week. R e
quired of all mathematics majors and minors not taking m athem atics 102. Not
open to students with credit in mathematics 102. Prerequisite: Mathematics
101. This course is a continuation of Mathematics 101.
202. Analytic Geometry. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 102 or 143 and 103. The purpose of this course is
to give familiarity with the fundamental graphic figures of analytic geometry
and skill in transposing them into formulae and vice versa.
203. Analytic Geometry. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 202. This course is a continuation of
Mathematics 202, and includes higher plane curves, polar coordinates, para
metic equations and solid analytic geometry.
231. Applied Mathematics.
Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. One quarter. Not open to students with credit in college algebra and
trigonometry. The course is planned to establish a proper foundation for the
understanding of numbers and symbols which are used in the computation
necessary to daily life in the home and in society. The problems will include
those of budgeting, installment buying, investment, insurance, taxes and such
other procedures as involve computation and measurement. Development and
the use of formula and graph will be included in the course.
232. Applied Mathematics. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. One quarter. A continuation of 231 Applied Mathematics.
311. Differential Calculus.
Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 203. The purpose of this course is to
give the student a knowledge of the essential facts and tools of calculus.
312. Integral Calculus. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week. One
quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 311. This course is a continuation of Mathe
matics 311.
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313. Advanced Calculus.
Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 312. This course includes topics from
multiple integrals, partial differentiation, infinite series, hyerbolic functions, and
ordinary differential equations.
411. Differential Equations. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 313. The methods o f solving differen
tial equations of the first and second order, with applications, are studied in
this course.

412. Theory of Equations. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathematics 313. This course deals with polynomial
functions, complex numbers, trigonometric equations, cubic equations, approxi
mation of roots of numerical equations and determinants.
421. College Geometry. Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 312. A thorough study of the properties of the cir
cle and triangle, indirect element construction, and the nine point circles.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Associate Professor Gary
341. General College Physics. Mechanics. Five hours credit. Four class
periods and one laboratory period a week. One quarter. Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 103. For engineering students. Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and
breakage.
342. General College Physics.
Heat, wave motion, and sound. Five
hours credit. Four class periods and one laboratory period a week. One quarter.
Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and breakage.

343. General College Physics. Magnetism, electricity, and light. Five
hours credit. Four class periods and one laboratory period a week. One quarter.
Laboratory fee: $5.00 per quarter and breakage.
341N, 342N. General Physics.
Ten hours credit. Four lecture periods
and one laboratory period a week. Tw o quarters. A briefer course than 341,
342, 343, for non-technical students. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. Lab
oratory fee $5.00 per quarter and breakage.

344. 345, 346.

Intermediate Physics.

Not offered in 1948-49.
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DIVISION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Professors:
Robert P. Felgar, Chairman of the Division, J. Frank Glazner, Charles E.
Cayley.
Associate Professors:
J. M. Anders.
Assistant Professors:
Robert Mason, Leon McCluer.
Instructors:
Horace L. Stevenson.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Assistant Professors M cCluer, Mason
The requirements for a minor in Economics may be met by taking twentyseven quarter hours in the department including Economics 251.
251. Principles of Economics. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. This course is planned to give a general understanding of our economic
life and the fundamental principles underlying it. An analysis is made of pro
prietorships, partnerships, corporations, competition and monopoly., supply and
demand, and wages and profits.
252. Economic Problems.
Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. Designed to equip the student
for intelligent consideration of contemporary economic issues and problems and
proposed solutions of them. Consideration is given to major problems involving
such factors as: labor, economic stability, foreign trade, and foreign economic
systems.
253. Public Finance. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. This is a general course devoted to
a study of the growth and organization of modern tax systems, the sources of
public revenues, their collection, custody and expenditure, and problems of
financial administration. Special attention is given to current trends and prob
lems in federal, state, and local policies.
351. American Economic History. Three hours credit. Three class peri
ods a week. No prerequisite. A non-technical course. A survey of the agricul
tural, commercial, and financial progress of the United States from colonial
times to the present day. Such topics as: public land policy, railroads and the
development of the West, urbanization and industrialization, the labor move
ment, rise of big business, monetary and tariff policies, and current develop
ments will be discussed.
352. Economic Thought. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Economics 251. Recent development, theories in trends and eco
nomic thought, with emphasis on the theory of monopolistic competition.
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353. International Trade. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
No prerequisite. A non-technical course. After a brief historical study of inter
national trade, a critical analysis of the present foreign commerce of the United
States and her principal competitors will be made. Special emphasis will be
placed upon the developing Pan-American trade relations between the United
States and Latin America.
354. Consumer Economics. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Economics 251. The role of the consumer in directing the
economic system; restrictions on consumer controls; custom-made, fashion
made, and producer made wants; budgets and planning expenditures; buying
insurance, home, and investments; standards, grades, labels, and brands; gov
ernmental regulation and control in the field of consumer goods.
491. Money and Banking. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. This course begins with a
study of the nature, characteristics., and functions of money. It also covers the
history of commercial banks, small loan companies, the federal reserve system,
federal deposit insurance, and a comparative study of some foreign banking
systems.
492. Business Statistics. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. No college mathematics required.
This course deals with methods of collecting, tabulating, charting, and in
terpreting statistical data. Frequency distributions and correlations are studied.
493. Marketing. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Pre
requisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. A study of the importance of markets
and the marketing system, cost of marketing, channels of distribution, sales
and advertising problems, speculation, co-operative marketing and govern
ment bureaus which influence marketing.
Emphasis is placed on recent
developments in retailing such as: the growth in economic importance of cen
trally owned chain store organizations, co-operative chains and consumers’
co-operative stores.
494. Investments. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Pre
requisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. A study of the role which the security
markets play in American economic life. Attention is given to the various types
of securities, their purchase and sale, the factors which determine their market
prices, and the relation of stock speculation to the banking system and general
prosperity.
495. Corporation and Industrial Finance. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Prerequisite: Economics 251 or equivalent. Topics treated in
clude: principles and problems in the financial organization of corporations,
advantages and disadvantages of corporations, legal position, internal financial
management, marketing of securities, distribution of earnings, expansion, re
organization, and liquidation.
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Professor Glazner
Assistant Professor McCluer
Majors in geography must have a minimum of thirty-six hours of which
nine hours must be in courses 101, 102, 103; other courses to be taken with
the advice of the professor.
Minors in geography must have twenty-seven hours of which nine hours
must be in 101, 102, 103; other courses to be taken with the advice of the
professor.
101. Principles of Geography. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Elective for freshmen. The purposes of this course are to give an ap
preciation and understanding of the importance of geography in its relations
to the objectives of a general education; to give the knowledge needed to
interpret and enjoy the common-place things of life; and to give a knowledge
of some of the fundamentals of the earth’s characteristics such as climate, soil,
and land and water bodies, so that man’s adjustments to these elements may
be successfully interpreted.
102. Geography of North America. Three hours credit. Three class pe
riods a week. Elective for freshmen. Prerequisite: Geography 101. The pur
pose of the course is to show how, and to what extent, the economic and social
life of the people of North America is conditioned by the elements of the
natural environmental complex.
103. Geography of South America. Three hours credit. Three class pe
riods a week. Elective for freshmen. Prerequisite: Geography 101. The pur
poses of this course are to study the geographic environment of the various
countries of South America in order to interpret man’s adjustment to the sev
eral geographic regions; to understand the geographic factors involved in the
recent commercial development of the South American republics; and to bring
about more friendly relations between the people of the United States and
those of South America.
141, 142, 143. Geography of the Western Hemisphere. Nine hours credit.
Three class periods a week. Elective for freshmen and sophomores. The three
courses constitute a survey of some of the basic elements of the natural environ
ment of the countries of the Western Hemisphere. Geography 141 treats the
Physiographic Provinces of North America; Geography 142 the evolution, the
use, the misuse, and abuse of the soils of the United States; and Geography
143 the industrial development of South America.
231. Principles of Economic Geography. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Open to commercial students. Required of sophomores. It is
the object of this course to explain the production and distribution of goods,
to analyze those universally applicable economic principles that underlie our
industrial life. It will treat the following topics: the field of economic geog
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raphy; land forms; climate and vegetation; power sources; labor and capital;
transportation; raw materials; markets; governmental policies affecting trade
and production; the geography of production and distribution of the commod
ities of trade.
232. Industrial Geography. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Required of sophomores. This course is a continuation of course 231.
It will treat such topics as producing regions and their interdependence, re
sources of countries and how they bear upon trade and production, the ele
ments of strength and weakness of the different countries, commercial centers,
trends in trade and production; international economic relations.
233. Geography. Trade Centers and Trade Routes. Three hours credit.
Three class periods a week. Elective for sophomores. This course is designed
especially for commercial students. It investigates the structural forms, functions,
patterns of trade centers and the trade routes of the world. Trade centers are
interpreted* in their integral relation to the functional and physical environment.
Topics are treated as follows: trade centers and their classification; world dis
tribution of trade centers; population growth of trade centers; the ocean port
as a trade center; trade routes of North America and Europe; railroad, mer
chant marine, and motor vehicles — part played by each in trade; geography
of other ways of communications.

241, 242, 243. Eastern Hemisphere Geography. Nine hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: Geography 101. Elective for freshmen and
sophomores. These three courses constitute a survey of the agricultural, indus
trial, and trade patterns of the eastern hemisphere, exclusive of the major
countries of northern and western Europe. Geography 241 will treat the Med
iterranean and African Realm.
301. Geography of Europe. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Elective for juniors. Prerequisite: Geography 101. This course is a
regional study of Europe as a whole, followed by an application of principles
learned from this regional study to the various countries of Europe. A geo
graphic basis is established for interpreting economic and social activities, in
terms of factors of environment.
303. Geography of the South. Three quarter hours credit. Three recitations
a week. Prerequisite: Geography 101. The purpose of this course is to give a
detailed study of the South in the varied geographic interrelationships of man
and his environment in the region. The course will deal with such topics as:
the South today in relation to its physical environment; pioneers and setting of
the South; adjustment in transportation facilities; adjustments in agriculture;
the development and adjustments in manufacturing; the exploitation of natural
resources -— minerals, forests, etc.; access to markets.
331. Climate and Man. Three quarter hours credit. Three recitations a
week. Prerequisite: Geography 101. The purpose of this course is to give
general cultural value, but it is especially designated as a practical course for
teachers of geography, biology, history, and agriculture. It will deal with the
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following topics: weather and weather observations; elements of climate; cli
matic regions of the w orld; climatic plant geography; economic plant geogra
phy; world distribution of population; climatic essentials in the geography of
the continents and some of the leading countries of the world.
333. Meteorology. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week. Elec
tive. This course has been developed to give the student a sound background in
meteorological theories and practices. The aim of the course is to present in an
elementary manner the basic principle of modern meteorology. This course is
decidedly functional, and although not developed specifically for those who
expect to become pilots some time is devoted to aeronautical meteorology.
341. Geography of Alabama. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Elective for juniors and seniors. This course is designed to study the re
sources of Alabama as they aid in the development of the State and the South.
The following resources are studied as they constitute the frame of reference
for the course: soil, climate, land forms, water features, minerals and rocks,
underground water, coastline and harbors, wild animal life, natural vegetation,
space or area, locational values and advantages, and scenic and recreational
resources. This will include some emphasis on all southeastern states.
401. Historical Geography of the United States. Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Elective for all seniors. Prerequisite: Geography 101,
102, 103. The purpose of this course is to make a study of the natural envir
onment which has furnished the setting for the development and growth of
the United States to a world power.
402. Problems in Political Geography. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Elective for all seniors. Prerequisite: Geography 401. The
purposes of this course are to make a study of the past and present political
patterns of the world as related to the elements of the natural environment
and to make an intensive study of the basal geographic, economic, and social
factors influencing the important world powers in the solution of their domes
tic problems and their international relations.
403. Conservation of Natural Resources. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Elective for all seniors. Prerequisite: Geography 402. This
course is a study of our natural resources with a view of determining ways of
obtaining maximum benefits from them. The national conservation movement
receives careful consideration. Alabama’s resources and their conservation are
emphasized.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Professors Felgar, Cayley; Associate Professor Anders; Instructor Stevenson
The requirements for a major in History may be met by taking at least
thirty-six quarter hours in the field. This will include History 101, 102, 103,
201, 202, 203 and at least eighteen hours of courses numbered 300 or above.
Political Science 241, 242, 243, and Economics 251, 252 are required.
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The requirements for a minor in History may be met by taking twentyseven hours in the department including History 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203.
101, 102. 103. World History. Nine hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Three quarters. This course includes a survey of civilization from earliest
times to present.
201, 202, 203. American History. Nine hours credit. Three class periods
a week. Three quarters. Beginning with the European background, this course
deals with the establishment of the thirteen English colonies, separation from
the mother country, growth and expansion, participation in world affairs.
301. History of England (Prehistoric Period to 1603). Three hours credit.
Three class periods a week. The essential purpose of this study of the history
of England is to acquire a more thorough understanding of, and familiarity
with, the history of the country that has exercised a most decisive influence in
the modern world.
302. History of England (1803-1800). Three hours credit. Three class pe
riods a week. This course is a continuation of History 301, with emphasis on
the struggle between crown and parliament, the founding of a colonial empire,
and agricultural and industrial revolution leading to the demand for reforms
early in the Nineteenth Century.
303. History of England (1800 to Present).
Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. This course is a continuation of History 302, with emphasis
on the struggles which led to social, political, and economic reforms growing
out o f colonial demands.

331. The Far East in Modern Times. Three hours credit. Three class
periods a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103. A study of the Far Eastern
countries with special emphasis upon China, Japan, Korea, and India in the
modern period; political developments, social, economic, and cultural condi
tions ; international relations in the Far East.
332. History of Russia (to 1917). Three hours credit. Three class periods
a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103. The country and peoples, Kiev,
Novgorod, the rise of M oscow ; St. Petersburg, Peter the Great and Catherine;
the Nineteenth Century, Napoleon and Russia, the Romanovs of the Nineteenth
Century; industrialism, socialism, and liberalism; Far Eastern policy and Jap
anese war; liberalism, war and revolution.

333. History of Russia (1917 to the Present). Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103. Home-coming of the
revolutionists, Red October, proletarian dictatorship, Prussian Diktat, Red de
fense; Lenin, Stalin and the Second Revolution; the shadow of Fascism, The
Soviet State, The Five Year plans; The search for security, Nazi-Soviet truce;
the Second World W ar; Russia and the United Nations; Soviet international
relations since World War I I ; Russia and the United States.
401. The French Revolution and Napoleon.
Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103. A study of the Old
Regime, the “ Benevolent Despots” ; The French Revolution and the Napoleonic
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era; political reaction; the Industrial Revolution; and general European revolts.
402. Modern European History (1870-1919). Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103. This is a study of the
background and progress of the First World War.
403. Modern European History (1919 to Present). Three hours credit.
Three class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 101, 102, 103 and 402 or
consent of the instructor. This course deals with the sectional and international
problems of Europe between two wars and the genesis and progress of the Sec
ond World War.
441. The South Before 1860. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203. This course deals with the coloniza
tion and the economic, political, social, and cultural development of the Old
South and its part in building the nation.
442. The South Since 1860. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203, and 441 or consent of the instructor.
This course deals with the issues which led to secession; the War Between the
States; the economic, political, and social results; recent tendencies and devel
opments.
443. Recent American History Since 1900.
Three hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203. This is an intensive
study of the transformation of the United States into a world power, and of the
underlying causes in our social, economic, intellectual, and political life that
made the transformation possible.
444. History of Alabama. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203. This course consists of a study of
Alabama from the era of settlement to the present time. Attention will be given
to slavery with its social, economic, and political implications; secession and
war; the aftermath; rise of industry; education and literature; politics and
recent tendencies.
445. Latin American Beginnings. Three hours credit. Three class pe
riods a week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203. Geographic and political
backgrounds., Spanish, Portuguese, and French colonial establishments; Wars
of Independence. (Given in 1948-1949 and alternate years.)
446. The Hispanic American States. Three hours credit. Three periods
a week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203, and 445 or consent o f instructor.
Recognition and achievement of maturity by the South and Central American
Republics. International relations; industrial and economic development: M on
roeism, Imperialism, World War I, League of Nations, Good Neighbor Policy,
Pan Americanism. (Given in 1948-1949 and alternate years.)

447. Canada Since 1763. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: History 201, 202, 203. Conquest settlement, evolution of
representative institutions, cabinet responsibility, federation of British North
America, Dominion Status, Statehood. Economic development and relations be
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tween the United States and the British Commonwealth. Permanent jointcommission, joint-defense, joint-economic policy. (Given in 1948-1949 and
alternate years.)
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Professor Cayley
The requirements for a major in Political Science may be met by taking at
least 36 quarter hours in this department which will include Political Science
241-2-3 as prerequisite for the majority of advanced courses in the field.
The requirements for a minor in Political Science may be met by taking
27 quarter hours in the department including Political Science 241-2-3, pre
requisite for advanced courses.
The student desiring to major or minor in Political Science should consult
his faculty adviser concerning selection of courses and the relation of the major
and minor fields. Owing to the necessity of offering advanced courses in alter
nate years the student may take advanced courses parallel with prerequisite
courses under emergency circumstances upon obtaining consent of instructor.
Pre-law students are especially advised to consult faculty adviser early, in
order to plan best sequences of courses in this and related fields.
241-2-3. Government of the United States.
Nine hours credit. Three
class periods a week. Prerequisite: History 201-2-3 or consent of instructor.

Introduction to political theory, forms and functions of government. Evolu
tion of the federal system; national, state, and local government institutions in
the United States. A continuous course running through the regular school
year. This course is a prerequisite for advanced courses in Political Science.
Open to freshmen with consent of instructor.
341. History of Political Thought. Five hours credit. Five class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Political Science, 241-2. A survey of the theories of state
from Ancient Greece to the present. (Given in 1947-1948 and alternate years.)
342. Political Parties.
Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Political Science 241-2-3. History 201-2-3 or consent of instructor.

A historical study of the composition, organization and function of political
parties in the United States on the national, state and local levels. (Given in
1947-1948 and alternate years.)
343. Constitutional Law.
Five hours credit. Five class periods a week.
Prerequisite: Political Science 241-2-3. History 201-2-3 or consent of instructor.
The fundamental principles of the constitution of the United States and its de
velopment. Textbook and case method. (Given in 1947-1948 and alternate
years.)
431. International Law and Relations. Five hours credit. Five class pe
riods a week. Prerequisite: Political Science, 241-2 or consent of instructor. A
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study of the essential principles and practices of international law and organi
zation. (Given in 1948-1949 and alternate years.)
432— Foreign Relations of United States.
Five hours credit. Five class
periods a week. Prerequisite: Political Science 241-2, History 201-2-3 or con
sent of instructor. American Foreign Policy in peace and war. A history of
United States relations with Europe, the Western Hemisphere, and the Far
East. (Given in 1948-1949 and alternate years.)
433. Comparative Government. Five hours credit. Five class periods a
week, prerequisite: Political Science 241-2. A comparative study of the gov
ernments and politics of the members of the British Commonwealth of Nations,
France., Germany, Switzerland, Russia, Italy and others. (Given in 1948-1949
and alternate years.)
481. Public Administration.
Five hours credit. Five class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Political Science 241-2-3. A study of the meaning and
scope of administrative law and organization and its function in the national,
state, and local governments of the U. S. (Summer, 1948.)
483. Business Law.
Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
(See Dept, o f Busines Admin.— 483.)
253. Public Finance. Three hours credit. Three class periods a week.
(See Dept, of Economics— 253.)

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

Professor Self
141. Modern Social Customs. One hour credit. One class period a week.
A survey of the basic principles of the most modern social customs in order to
present a working philosophy of life and to enrich the personal and social life
of the freshman student. Required of all freshmen.
221. Introduction to Sociology. Three hours credit. Three class periods
a week. This course includes a study of the nature of social relations, human
ecology, collective behavior, racial and cultural conflicts as these arise out of
the processes of social interaction.
222. Social Organization. Three hours credit. Three class periods a
week. Prerequisite: Sociology 221. This course deals particularly with social
organizations in American society.
223. The Family. Three hours credit. Three class periods a weeek. Pre
requisite: Sociology 221- 222. This is a study of the individual and his family
relationship, and the establishment, development, and retention of wholesome
friendship outside the family group.
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Summary o f Attendance from June 2. 1946. to May 29, 1947

Freshmen:
Men.____________
599
Women_______________
209
T ota l............................................ 808
Sophomores:
Men...............................................
181
Women................................
168
Total............................................. 349

Juniors:
Men_______ ______ _________ 82
Women.___________________________ 191
Total........................ ................. 273
Seniors:
Men_____________ _________ 86
Women____ _______ _________ 1
Total.......................................
259

Field Extension Courses: Men........ 39,
Women.........407,
Total......... 446
Elementary Grades of the Laboratory School____________________________ 685
High School Grades of the Laboratory School__________________________ 612
Grand Total_______________________________________________________2986
Total (excluding duplicates) ..................................................................2510
Total College Students............................................................................. ... 2135
Enrollment Summer Quarter 1946 (Excluding Duplicates)

Freshmen:
Men_______________
146
Women___________________________ 101
Total.... ....................................... 247

Juniors:
Men_________ ____ _________ 48
Women...................................... 121
Total ..................................... .... 169

Sophomores:
Men.______________
36
Women__ ________________________ 108
Total______ ___
144

Seniors:
Men______________
Women____________________
Total...............................

36

108
14

Enrollment Summer Quarter 1947 (Excluding Duplicates)

Freshmen:
Men. _________________________ _140
Women...._________________________108
Total..................
248

Juniors:
Men__ ___________ _________ 60
Women..................
175
T ota l____________________ .....235

Sophomores:
Men................................
Women.____________
T o ta l..............................

Seniors:
Men______________
Women...............................
Total................

173
109
282
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